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MEETING OF BOARD OF TEACHERS COLLEGE PRESIDENTS, STATE OF

MU~lESOTA

In accordance with the call, issued by tbe chaiman, President C. H.
-'

Cooper of Mankato, the Board of Presidents met at the Hotel Lowry, s t.
Paul, at noon,

ednesday, July 27, 1927.

Those present were:

President

Cooper of Mankato, President Maxwell of finona, President Bohannon of
Duluth, President Deputy of Bemidji, President MacLean of Moorhead, and
Mr. George Selke representing St. Cloud.

Mr. Selke officially takas of-

tice as president the first of August, :M r. Bro n, too retiring presi dent,
havin-g already left the state.
On motion R. B.

1~cLean

was chosen secretary of

th~

Board of Presidents.

On motion duly made and carried the following standing committees were
authorized:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Relationship
Relationship
Relationship
Relationship
Legislation
Curriculum -

to
to
to
to

State Department and State Board of Education
public schools of Minnesota
University andother colleges in Minnes:>ta
Teachers Colleges of other states

admissions, inter-relationship, blanks, transfers.

After discussion President Cooper made the following committee appointments:

1. George A. Selke
. 2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

M•
E.

w.
w.

Deputy
Bohannon
G. E. Maxwell
c. H. Cooper
R. B. MacLean

The question of the desirability of a second six weeks' of summer school

to be held in some or all of the Tee.c mrs Colleges was discus sed.

On

motion this matter was referred to the committee on Curriculum for report
at e. future meeting.
President Bohannon dis cussed the training of r 'lD."al teachers and raised
a question whether the time had not come for Teacb3 r s Colleges to offer
only e. two years' course as preparation for rural teachers.
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The relationship of the tliO year rural course t o the public schools of t he State,

the high school training

deJ;~~.rtiJBnts,

of Education was discussed.

ani the standards of the State Depe.rtxmnt

No action Wa.s taken end it was understood that the

connnittees concerned would be preJ;Bred at a future meting to give ini"ortm.tion
and make recommendations.
A report concerning tre four year curriculum was made by R. B. MacLean.
It was moved and carried that the report be IIBde a part of the minutes with a
copy to be sent to the Commissioner of Education:
I.

I I.

It is now six years since the legislature of Minnesot gave authoritative sanction to the Teachers Colleges of the State to organize courses
on a collegiate basis and grant degrees.
This statute is comprehensive,
definite, and carries en implied obligation on the part of the Teachers College Board to meet new standards in the organization and administration
of courses.
Two years ago the Teachers College Board forl!Blly approved the degree
curriculum, limiting its authorization to tm field of elementary education.
It is plain tha t during tm six year since legisla tive sanction was
given, little definite, constructive effort has been given to the organization and establishing of the four year course.
Other states, our neighbors, without satisfactory legal permission have far outstripped us in putting the degree course in operation.
·
No cur riculum can be put into force ready mde. The successful cur riculum must be the outgrowth of a definite need. Not only must tbe curriculum
meet a need but it must be administered by thos e who recognize and understand
the ~ed and who heartily believe in the standards and procedures of the curriculum.
Every curriculum mus t be sold to students and the tax-~ing public. No cleverly or wisely devised curriculum will succeed in the Teachers
Colle~s of the State unless the administrative heads of the institutions
are intelli~ntly in sympathy with tl:e movement to lengthen teacher training
courses.
Unless the professional leadership in the Teacmrs Colleges - this
presumably means the president s - will support whole-heartedly and actively
the four year program, it ca not be made effective. There is need then for
a declaration of a pproval for the movement to l engthen and standardize the
teacher trai ning courses in Minnesota. The presidents must band together
on the proposition.
Function of Teachers Colleges in Minnesota
A:re we willing to declare that Minnesota Teachers Colleges have been
established and are maintained far a single purpose, that of training teachers for the public schools of the State?
While the basic law establishing
the normal schools or te achers colleges is specific and Vlhile the Teachers
Co lege Board has expre ssed its judgment on this matter, yet the reiteration
of the principle of singleness of purpose is fraught with significance. In
every Teachers College center there is a de7and for an opportunity to do
strictly academic mrk, without car rying profess! onal courses.
This means
.Any one familiar
a de and for junior college work on tre academic basis.
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with the discussion in the educational committees of the l e st legislature
knows that the issue has or may have a political s ignificance.
The issue is not tbe amount of credit students transferring to en
academic college may recieve but rather ere all students enrolling in a
Minnesota Teachers College to carry courses in prescribed sequence designed to fit than far teaching.

III.

Organization of the Four Year Course.

Shall the degree course be organized?

1.

As en ideal fcur year course assuming students in continuous attendance
throughout the course.

2.

A course in which the first two years would be identical with the advanced course followed by two years of senior college work.

The first plan offers the objection of perhaps encouraging junior college work.
Also it would set up a procedure tha t only a few would follow at least for some years.
'fo the second plan two objections may be raised.
First, the sequence
of subjects would not be logl.c al considering the four year course as a
unity.
Second, it would ha ve an inherent weakness in the tendency to put
the upper two years on a junior college level.
This second is the plan followed at present.
The conference at the
University revealed the weakness of the two plus two plan to offer strong
courses for majors in the upper two years.
If a recommendation is in order it is recollliil"med that a four y.ear
course be organized on a unity basis with following factors in mind:

IV.

1.

The use of many of the courses in the present t wo year course.

2.

Require in every year professional courses in order to eliminate the
junior college idea as it related to the strictly academic field.

3.

Pay special attention to the organization of major fields in order
that sequence and quality of wo:rk may be a high standard.

4.

Adjust the program of advanced graduates who return for degrees to n:eet
in a reasonable way the standards.
It is understood thilt the advanced graduate might find it necessary to take more than two years to
complete the degree course.

Definition of fields of teaching tor which teachers shall be prepared.
In any consideration of this topic the needs of the State of Minnesota
must be known and understood.
The Teachers Colleges have an obligation
to the State that is fundamental.
An appreciation of the fields involves
an understanding of the educ etione.l laws of the State, the various appropriations of the legislature, the organization of the public schools of the
State, the policies of the State Board of Education with its state department
of education.
No curriculum can be organized without a definite under
standing of the fields of educational effort in Minneso.t e., the profes sional
standards far teachers in the different fields end the responsibility for
the training o~ teachers in tbe different fields.
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These fields may be classified as follows:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Elementary teachers
Primary - intermediate - upper gra des - rural
Junior high school
Shall this extend to teachers in hign school departments
receiving aid for high school work?
Principalships of elementary-junior and high school de:IBrtments
Supervisors
Special fields as physical education, industrial arts, etc.
Secondary work
This includes teachers and superintend ents in state four year
and senior high schools.

Agreements or tentative agreements have been reached with the St e te Department of Education which opens the first three fields to degree graduates
of Teachers Colleges.
So far the teachers for the special de:IBrtn:ents
have not been a ssigned or accepted by any institution or group of institutions unless it can be said that LaCro s se trains our physical education teachers and Stout, manual training.
Some careful consideration should be given
to the relation of the Teacmrs Colle ges to the preparation of teachers
of the special fields.
The high schoo~ field he s not opened to prospective degree graduates.
This is probably all right but the way must be provided b y which graduates
may pass from Junior high school work into senior high school work.

v.

Standardization of fields in which major will be offered.
The tentativ e plan under which we are operating calls for five departn:ents,

presumably each one might offer a me. jor.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

These departmnts are as follows:

Education
Science and mathematics
Geography and social science
Language and literature
.Arts and expre-ssi on.

In determining tbe de:IBrtroonts in which majors are to be offered the f o llowing consideration should obtain:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Equipment of the different institutions
Special interests of f aculty members
Demnds ofrnhieJler accrediting institutions
The professional needs of students in prepa ration of teaching.

It appears from limited experience:

1.
2.

That in a few limited fields all the teachers colleges should be
lll'epared to offer the same group of majors,
This number being
limited in number and emphasis being placed on quality of work.
That in other l imited fields that the colleges specialize i n accordance with equipnent, interest of f aculty, and local demand.

The relationship of the Teachers Colleges to tbe Col lege of Education was dis-

cussed.

The action of the Senate committee, R. \.

Shumway~

chairman, in regard to

credit for work done at 1 i nnesota State Teachers Col leges is mde a matter of record :
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The Senate Committee of the University of Minnesota on May 19, 1927, took
action as follows:
1.

to continue the present plan for blanket credit for the first and second
years of wol'k (ninety credits, College of Education; forty-five credit s
for the College of Science, Literature, and Arts)

2.

to allow credit for any part of tb:l work of the last two l'9ars so far
as such work is equivalent in subject zm tter to courses in the particular
college of the University to which the student transfers; not more than
a total ot tl:n-ee years of credit will be allowed toward a Bachelor' a
degree, and

3.

to admit applicants holding a Bachelor's degree from a Minnesota State
Teachers College to the Graduate School, only after one or more quarters
ot preliminary work.

I t was understood that for the present, this is a tentative arrange~nt
but that individual students who apply for transfer may be considered on
this basis.
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MEETING OF BO.ARD OF TEACHERS CO!LEGE PRESIDENTS, State of Minnesota
The Board of President met at Hotel Lowry, St. Paul, December 12, 1927.

Those pre-

sent were: Fresident Cooper of Mankato, President Deputy of Bemidji, President Selke
of St. Cloud, President Maxwell of

inona, President Bohannon of Duluth, and Presi-

dent MacLean of Moorhead.
I.

The question of calendar for next year was considered.

The following agree-

ment was reached:
Summer Term

Open June 18, 1928, Monday
Close July 27, 1928, Frid~
Adjournment: The 4 of July will be observed as a
holid~.
The Colle geswill close the 2 and 3
of July to per.mit teachers to attend the N.E.A.
at Minn eapolis; these two days will be made up
on Saturdays in accordance with local arrange-

ments.
Fall Term

Opens Tuesday, September 4, 1928
Closes Wednesday, November 28, 1922

Winter Term

Opens Tue day, December 4, 1928
Christmas vacation: Friday, December 21, 1928
Tuesday, January 8, 1929
Closes Friday, March 8, 1929

Spring Term

Opens Tuesday, Mary 18, 1929
Closes Thursday, June 6, 1929

Opens Tuesday, March 12 with the week's vacation
at Easter in accQr'dance with the convenience and
desire of the different schools.
Moved and carried that the above calendar be adopted.

Moved and carried that

for year 1928-29 Washin€ton's Birthday and Lincoln's birthday be not observed
as holidays.
The rules of eligibility of athletic and the general organization of the Little
Ten Conference were discussed.

The question of the organization of a Teachers

Colle~

No action taken.

Conference was raised.

a,.1

The following Curriculum Report on Degree Courses of the Teachers Colleges

was submitted by Mr. MacLean:
le

DEFINITION

CURRICULUM is an organization of subjects to prepare for a definite
field of edooational effort.
A COURSE is an organization of the content of a subject for . a term's

worlc.
A MA.TOR is a group of related subjects provided for sp3cialization
in future teaching (Minimum 24 quarter credits).
A MINOR is a smaller group of related subjects provided for specialization in future teaching (minimum 12 quarter credits) •

CONSTANTS are courses which are common to all curricula.
They will
usually consist of courses needed to help tb3 teacher to be a good citizen
rather tban of the specific skills, facts, or ideals, needed in a specific
teaching position.
REQUIRED COURSES in any curriculum cons ist of those courses which
must be taken to complete a perticul~ curriculum.
CURRICULUM ELECTIVES consist of those courses which may be taken by
any student in that particular curriculum.
!REE ELECTIVES are courses which may be taken by any student regardless of curriculum.
~ARTER CREDIT
represents one prepared recitation of college work
per week, or the equivalent, far a term of twelve weeks.

2.

FIELDS OF SPECIALIZATION
1. Major and minor fields common to all the teachers colleges
of Minne oot a
EIXJCATION (SUpervision, teacher training, special rooms,
special dep:l.rtmen t
ENGLISH (Control within the field - latitu:le to be allowed individual colleges depending on loca1 and
faculty interest, silldent interest and graduate
school demand)
SOCIAL SCIENCES - control w11hin tield
SCIENCE - control within field
GEOGRAPHY AND EARTH SClENCE - control wi 1hin field
MAT'.dEMATICS - control within field
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2.

Optional Fields providing for the training of special teachers.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
MUSIC

DOMESTIC SCIENCE
OPPORTUNITY ROOMS
COw.m:RCE

ART
INDUSTRIAL .ART

The organization of the work in the optionel f ields in tb9 differ-

ent colle@BS to depend upon:
a.

The speci el equipment am interest of the individual college

b.

The educational needs of the state

c~

The requirements for special certificates in these special
fields.

d.

A recognition of the need of men in the schools of the state
and the obligation of teachers colleges to prepare men far
posi tiona.

am a satisfactory organization and distribution of work to meet these needs

(signed)

R. B. MacLean.

III. A report of the committee on relations with the State Departmmt of Edueat ion
was submitted by Mr. Selke as follows:
The outstanding problem of the State Teachers Colleges in their relation
with the State Departn:ent of Education revolves around the question of
t"ertification.
It is generally conceded by leaders in education administration that
responsibility for the issuance of certificates should rest with the
State Department ofEducation.
I:t then becomes the duty of the State
Department to set up rules, regulations and standards for certification
in the various phases of instruction, supervision, and administration.
It is as trite as true to state that the State Teachers Colleges are interested in the kind and the validity of certificates granted to students
who finieh any of the vari ous curricula ottered in the Teachers Colleges.
At the present time the questions of certification l'lhich need clarifying
so far as the State Teachers Colleges are concerned, related t o the
validity of the certificates gt"anted to student who finish.
(a)

The four year course

(b)

The two year course for special subjects

(c)

The two ye ar rural course

There are three ways or methods by which the questi ons involved may b e
answered.
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{a)

The State Department may pass on the certification each time a
person presents evidence of the completion of any of the above
mentioned courses.

(h) The State Department may give blanket approval of certification for
cer~ain kinds of teaching to students who finish certain courses in
certain institutions.
(c) The State Department may determine the standards for certification in
the various fieldsof education and require teacher training institutions
to meet those standards of their students are to be certificated.
The first method described is unsatisfactory to the Teachers Colleges
because no assurance of the kind and validit,y of certificate that will
ultimately be granted can be given to students.
In fairness to them they
chould know hile receiving their training for which particular positions
that training will legally quelify them.
The third method appears to be the most acceptable.
This would compel
all teacher training institutions to meet the minimal levels in training
for the various fields.
It would be possible for each of the Teachers
Colleges to measure its curricula in terms of the requirements for certification set up by the Department of Education.
It would enable the
Teachers College Board to determine for which phases of education the
Teachers Co~leges should train; either individually or as a group.
The danger of unfaimess to any institution or to any type of institution
would be remote.
Should the rules and regulations accepted by the Department of Education be unsatisfactory to any of the teacher training institutions, an appeal could be made to tbe State Board of Education, or as
a final recourse, to the legislature for statutory definiation of the standards and validity of certificates.
That need for such a procedure should ever arise is most improbable.
The result of experience throughout the camtry is to intrust more and more
responsibility to the state departments of education.
It seems that the certificate situation, that at present seems uncertain,
can be solved most acceptably by a conference of representatives of the
Teachers Colleges and the State Department of Education.
The committee, therefore recommends that arrangements be made with the
Commissioner of Education to provide a meeting at which the problems of certification may be discussed.
Respectfully submitted,
(signed)

IV.

George A. Selke
Chairman

A report on the problem of majors as rel.a ted to the University of Minnesota and
the four-year course, submitted

by!~.

Deputy, is as follows:
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Following the May, 1927, meeting of the College Presidents and
University representative the matter of ~oposed four-year majors was
referred to Dr. Guy Stanton Ford, Dean of the Gradm.te School, resulting
in the enclosed cot·respondence.
No further development than the above having resulted the Chairman
of the Teachers College Committee on University Relations secured a personal
interview on December 12, 1927, with Assistant Dean Shumway, who reported
thnt up to date no specific suggestions had come to him from university departmants concerning the Im tter than that in his opinion the best procedure
nowmight be for the colleges as a group to work out a limited number of
majors and present them to the University for further specific consideration.
These majors include: Education, English, Social Science (probably limited
to History as one line and History and Political Science as another),
Natural Science (chemistry preferred), Biological Science, French, Mathematics ,
end Geography.
It was thought best for the colleges to work out these majors as seems
best and most feasible to them which will give a better concrete basis for
final conclusions to be arrived at either by joint meeting of the Colleges
and Uni varsity representatives or the Colleges and University Dep3.rtuent
heads.
As a fUrther steip in the development of possible majors by the Colleges the following tentative outline and description of majors is suggested
for the consideration of the Presidents.
(signed)

M. W. Deputy
Chairman of Committee on University Relations.

c 0 p y
of Letter to Dean Ford from President Deputy

May 3, 1927

Dean Guy Stanton Ford
Graduate School,
University of __ inne sota
Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Dear Dean Ford:
group of teachers college presidents has asked me to follow out with you and
the University depirtments more in detail the content and sequence of various
subject groups in Vihich the colleges will be concerned in the layout of a four
year course in Education leading to the Degree.

Our

Undoubtedly there will be variations among the colleges in their facilities
to offer majors, and it '<Vi 11 be necessary therefore, to include more possi bilities than any one college will use.
Possibly the following should be definite worked out in order that the Colleges
may select such as may be desirable end which they will be able to give :
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Education - a basic major for all
Social Science
History
Geography
Sociology and Economics
Govern,ent and Plitical Science
English
Composition and Literature
Foreign Language
Science
Physical
Biological
Mathematics
Expression Courses
Physical Education
Dramatics, Debate, Public Speaking, etc.
Music and Art
Industrial Courses
Possibly the major and social science would better be of a composite nature for
some, but for otrers the sequence probably should be by particular subjects history, geograiiJy, etc.
r.e feel that the four-year course which should be arranged should have in mind the
best interest and need of students earning a Degree in the field of elementary
education, but which d the same time will qualify them for graduate v.-ork in the
field of education.

\ e thank you for your interest and helpfulness in this matter which is mutual to
all of us.
Very respectfully,
(signed)

c 0

p

M.

• Deputy

y

of letter to President Deputy fromR. B. Schumway

May 11 , 1927
President M. W. Del,Uty
Bemidji Teachers College
Bemidji, Minna sot a.
My dear Mr. Deputy:

I have your letter of May 3 addressed to Dean Ford regarding the departments in
the teachers' colleges in which majors might be offered.
The list is som:lwhat
longer than I supposed you were planning to present and I am taking the liberty
of making some preliminary suggestions before I ask tm departments to make sug-
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Education - a basic major for all
Social Science
History
Geography
Sociology and Economics
Govern,ent and Plitical Science
English
Composition and Literature

Foreign Language
Science
Physical
Biological
Mathematics
Expression Courses
Physical Education
Dramatics, Debate, Public Speaking, etc.
Music and Art
Industrial Courses
Possibly the major and social science would better be of a composite nature for
some, but for others the sequence probably should be by particular subjects history, geograpay, etc.
r.e feel that the four-year course which should be arranged should have in mind the
best interest and need of students earning a Degree in the field of elementary
education, but which £ t the same time will qualifY them for graduate v.ork in the
field of education.
\.e thank you for your interest and helpfUlness in this matter which is mutual to
all of us.
Very respectfully,
(signed)

M.

• Deputy

c 0

p y
of letter to President Deputy fromR. B. Schumway

May 11, 1927
President M. W. De],III;y
Bemidji Teachers College
Bemidji, Minnesota.
My dear Mr. Deputy:

I have your letter of May 3 addressed to Dean Ford regarding the departments in
the teachers' colleges in which majors might be offered.
The list is somwhat
longer than I supposed you were planning to present and I am taking the liberty
of making some preliminary suggestions before I ask the departments to make suggestions regarding courses to be offered.
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~

first suggestion is that for the present we leave out of consideration the
courses which you ha" e listed as expression courses and industrial courses.
The reasons are, first, that few of them 1 ead directly to the Graduate School,
and second, that they are rather specialized courses, parts of which have value
in contributing to the training of your students but for which as a whole there
would be little demand.
For instance, som knowledge of play production would
be valuable to any teacher who g>es out from your school, but to send out a
person completely equipped to carry on that work in a school system would require more work in that line and in supporting courses than you would care to
give.
In the case of the sciences I am make the suggestion that we consider only
Chemistry and Biology at this time, principally because they will require less
expensive laboratory equipment and their junior colle ge courses will probably be
of as much interest 8.1! any of the s c: iences.
ith your permission I shall limit the information regarding foreign languages
to one of the modern languages as it would serve as an example of what would
be needed in the other cases.
In the social sciences, I should suggest the t we would wolit out majors in History
and Sociology and Rilitical Science for the reason th at these are the departments

which are likely to have better library facilities now and so require less expenditure for books.
e shall, of course, include English, Mathanatics, and Education among those departments to be considered.
If you feel that information about these departments would be of assistance to
the Teachers' Colleges in developing their curricula, I she 11 be very glad to get
1t together for you.
Very truly yo'\.U' s.,
(signed}

Royal B. Schumway

Chairman of the Relations Committee.
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A meeting of the presidents was called to order by President C. H. Cooper,

at the Lowry Hotel, Monday afternoon, Merph 19, 1928.

Those present were President

Cooper, President Deputy, President Bohannon, President Selke, and President MacLean.
President Maxwell was unable to be present as he was still confined to the hospital.
The following matters were discussed and action taken:
(1).

Moved and seconded that the Board of Presidents approve the plan of inspection by the American

ssoc:!a tion of Teachers Colleges.

Mr. Deputy was ap-

pointed to confer with Mr . Maxwell and bring the matter to the attention
of the Board.
(2).

Moved and seconded tbat in the opinion of tm presidents it was not considered feasible to

(~).

~dvertise

in the Minnesota Education Journal.

The secretary was asked to search the records for the rules gpverning the
transfer of students and to prepare a code that would relate to transfer of
a student

(4).

~om

one Teachers College to another in the State.

General discussion pertaining to requirements for honor points as related
to student teaching and graduates.

(5).

Moved am carried that the presidents suggest a type of studies that mi€ht
be studeied by a committee representing the different faculties of the different institutions.

(6).

The following report was approved for presentation to the
ing Tuesday, March 20, 1928:

Boa~d

at the meet-
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PRELIMINARY REPORT CONCERNING THE DEGREE CURRICULUM

Too

authoriZation of the four year couree leading to the degree Bachelor of
Education, carries with 1 t the implication that the work in the Teachers Colleges of Minnesota should be put upon a college basis.
In meeting recognized
Teachers College standards the following are important considerations:

1.

Entrance Requirements.
The present definite standards f:Jr admission
have done much to improve the t~pe of entering stuients.
The further
scholarship standard for those seeking a first grade certificate by one
year of v1011t has bem a distinct advance.

2.

Scholarship Attaimmnt.
The adoption by all the Teachers Colleges of
Minnesota of an honor point system ani tm elimination of students who fail
to meet the requireroo nts is most YA:lolesome.
Our standards in this particular are compePable to the University and other colleges of the North
Central Association.

3.

Qualifications of faculty.
The standard of tle .A.Ioorican Association of
Teachers Colleges of a Master's degree far instruction in the college
and a Bachelor's degree in the training school is :r:robably as well met
in Minnesota as any state.
The question of faculty training is related
dire tly to salary.
Vall trained faculty tmmbers can be secured and
retained only by en adequate salary schedule.

4.

Curriculum. Tl:e curriculum is important.
The tentative curriculum
Which was approved l!fay 5, 1925, bas offered a satisfl ·ctory basis for
the organization of the degree v.olic.
'There rests upon till Teachers
College Boord an obligation to study tm four year course.
No curriculum can be put into farce ready mde.
The successful curriculum
must be the outgrowth of a definite need.
Its objectives nmst be
determined in accordance wi. th ap:rroved and accepted principles. This
initial and preliminary report is n:ede wi. th a view of establishing a
found at ion upon which the detailed four year curriculum may be ruilt.

J'lmotion or Teachers Colleges .!E; Minne rot a

TOO drawing up of the curriculum dellEUlds the recognition of the single purpose of the Teachers Colleges, that purpose being the training of teachers
for the public schools of the State.
In c rry:ing out this principle the
four year curriculum should be so framed that all students will carry professional courses :in a prescribed seqwnce designed to fit them for teaching.

r anization of tbe Four Year Course

------

It is not desirable that{the degree curriculum be a p3. tchwork of the present
advanced course with an addi tiohal two yeus.
Rather it is reconmended that
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the course be built on a. unity basis with the following factors in mind:
1.

The use of many o:f the courses in the present two yet:.'r course.

2.

Req1 ire in every ye r professional courses in order to eliminate the

junior college idea as it relates to the strictly academic :field.
3.

Pay special attention to the organization of major fields in order that
sequence and quality of v.ork may be of a. hi~ standard.

4.

djust the program of advance& graduates who return for degrees to meet in
a reasonable way the standards, it being understood that the advanced
graduate might find it necessary to take more than tv;o years to e.omplete
the degree course.

tinition of the Fields of Teaching.
In any consideration of this topic the needs o:f the State of Minnesota. must
be !mown and understood.
The Teachers Colleges have an obligation to the
Stute that is f'undaDEntal.
No curriculum will be organized without a definite understnnding of the fields of educational e:ffort in l inr.esota, profess! nul standards for teachers in the definite :fields, and tre responsibility
for the training of teachers in these fields.

Under authority of the Teachers College Board the fields :for graduates of
te chers colleges are as follows :
1.

Elenentary teachers- prinr:ry, . intermediate, upper grade, and rural.

2.

Junior High School

3.

Su:p9rvisors and

4.

Three special fields -

princi~ls

of elementary 811d Junior high Schools .

Physical Education, Industrial Arts, and Music .

It is proposed that the four year curriculum be organized to meet the needs
of prospective teacrers in these fields.
'rhis need will be met by:
1.

The rubject :rmtter content o:f the academic courses

2.

Professional and rethods courses

3.

Student teaching

assig~.ments.

h limiting of the fieldsof training should not be understood as precluding
the extension of these fiel<is at any time by action of tlE Board.
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In order to meet the needs of students lfb.o are preparing for special fields
and at the same time give a general training that will have a cul'blral background and .... lso at the same time prepare students for advanced T.<:>rk at the
Universities, it is necessary tha t subjects be grouped under genro:al heads
o d the curriculum be organized on the basis of nnjors nd minors.
1.

1'ajor and minor fields comnon the Teachers Colle ges of Minnesota
Education - all candidates for a degree to rreet U e requirer:Ents
for a major in t h is f ield
English
Social Science - History, or Histo r: end Poli t ical Science, or
composite course
Science -

Ch~n istry

-Nature Science

Geography - Earth Sci ere e
Mathematics
Foreign Languages
2.

Special Fields:
the anount of T•'Olic in majors and minors depending upon
the equiptrent and organization of the local college:
Physical Education
Industrial and Fine

ts

Music
3.

Special Fields for consideration
Domestic Science
Opportunity Rooms
Commercial De :partnen ts

It

•

" decided to rreet a t t h e time of the University Short Course, Thurs ay afternoon
t~

Nicollet Hotel.
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......ETil'G OF BO RD OF TE CP.::!:RS COLLSGS PRESID:lliTS, ST.n~ OF !aNNESOTA

eBoard of Presidents met at Nicollet Hotel, Minne a.rolis , April 5,1928.
11 of the presiden ts TTere present with tbe exception of President :t-t•ax;,ell of
ironu.

A discussion on the preliminary report of the four year curriculum took
It v1as agreed that tm presidents shoold meet at the coll of President

place.
Cooper,

t

bout April 20.

Friday, April 6, 1928, at the Campus Club, 12;15 p.m., the presidents, togeth r with Corrnnis sioner lW:cConnell, met at luncheon lith President Coff'ma.n
of the University and Dean Haggerty of the College of Education
Pre ::.dent Coffman stated that the University hi d the opportunity to take over
t e Stella 1oods Kindergarten School nnd raised a question concerni

effect of such en arran gement upon the Teacrers Colleges.

the

President Coffman

suggested a cormnittee to act in conjunction vd. th Dean Ha.c-gerty to consider
hole matter.

t

e ch rs Colleges.
00(8

Mr. Selke and l'.1r. MacLean were

as~ed

'l'he question was raised as t:J the

to <'erve to the
xtent to Tthich the

Kindergerten School traired for primery positions and also whether the

University oould continue the training of kindergi:Tten teachers an the twoy

r basis.
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4-'lo-{:.</
M8ETTNG OF 'IHE BOARD OF TEACHRRS COLLEGE ffiESIDENTS, STJ 'l'E OF MINNESOTA
('\ ~9

The

b~

o'clock.

rd o1: presidents n:et at the Lowry Hotel, St. Paul, April ill, at 9:30

All of the presidents were present.

'Ihe proposal of the University of affiliating •li th the Stell \;oods Kindereuten School of ..... inneapoli· was discussed.

.Mr. Selke for the comrni ttee re-

ported that it did not seem adviseable to proceed in the
the presidents had any authority.

~tter,

assuming that

The .uestion involved, he pointed out,

s

or.e of policy which should receive the consideration of the Teachers ColJe ge
Bo rd.

The only question involved beine the division of teacher training fields

L the State.
1:1'. Deputy moved that I~. Selke and the secretaJ.Y, first, notify President

Coffman of the University that tr.e

uestion of taldng over the Tioods Kinder-

arten School involves a policy that sh-..u ld in the nudgr.Ent of the presidents,
'Je

eferred to the Teacrers Coll e @:) Boord, 8lld second , that

staterrent be pre -

red revie ing the law concerning the establishment of normal schools and

t achers Coll eges in !-:inresote and th history of poss i ble polici e s 11i th referenc
~

sho

the differentiation of the different fields of teaching.
the relet ion of Teachers Coll ege s to the State end

University.

This report should

~rticul£rly

to the

This statement to be reported to the presidents and after revision

be placed before the Teachers Colle ge Board .
Mr. Bohannon urged the necessity of Jfl.Ying more money for supervisors

and critics.

The importance of the rork

re ~uires

skilled supervi sora.

He

suggested that this matter be called to the attention of the Board.
~.

Deputy moved that the chair appoint a committee of two to report with

rei'erenceto tbe relation of Teachers Colleges to tl:e Athletic League maintained
in the State by .Junior Colleges and Teachers Colleges; this committee to report
before adjournment.

IIUTING OF THE BOARD OF TEACHERS COLLEGE PRESILEN'l'S,

The board of presidents met Friday afternoon,

in conference

i th Commissioner 1JcConnell;

STATE OF MII '.!,!;SOTA

1'1 ~"
pr1120, at the Lowry hotel,

Deputy Commissioner

Tanning; v1r. E.

I, Phillips, high school inspector; and H. E. Flynn, teacher training directer.
!he afternoon was given over to the discussion of the draft of proposed la

the licensing of teachers for the State of Minnesota.

law is tentative it is not included in this report.

on

As the draft of this

The discussions were most

satisfactory and promising.

Too board of presidents Met Saturday morning, April 21, 1928, at 8:30

o'clock, at the Lowry Hotel, St. Paul.
'!'he morning

WE

All of the presidents were present.

s given to the discussion of the four year curriculum.

The

tollowine agreements were reached:

I.

II.

That the four year curriculum be organized on the basis of:
beir~ re ~uired

1.

Constants (a group of subjects
degree.

of all candid&tes for the

2,

Curriculum elec:tives (required of all students preparill@' for specific
fields of teaching.

3,

Free electives.

It v.as agreed that the curriculum should be organized on the basis of two levels;
the first two years am the last two years being grouped together.

The matter of

determining terms to apply to these two groups was discussed but no action taken.
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III. It was agreed that in the groups

of subjec:ts for majors and minors that music

shculd be placed with Fine Arts and geography made a part of the Science
group.

The grouping then would be:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
?.
8.
9.

Education
English
Mathematics
Sooial Sciences
Science
Foreign Langu8["e
Physical Educetion and Health Education
Music and Fine Arts
Special - Industrial Arts

IT. It was decided to include as a part of the curriculum re(luirement the .American
Association of Teachers

Co~lege

standards, (see Section VIII - Organization

of the Curriculum, Year Book, 192?).
T.

The completion of a total of 192 quarter credits including Physiaal Education
as the standard for graduation.
There was a general discussion of proposed list of constents.

It was agreed

th t each president shculd take the list and discuss it with his faculty and write to
the secretary the react ions.

For the purpose of discussion the secretary was in-

atructod to send to the presidents the list of constants as modif'ied by the conterence discussions.
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~INC

OF THE EOLIID Olf TEACIEh S COLUGE PR.l!:SIDZNTS,

The ooard of presidents met

STAT'~

OF .MINNESOTA

onday evening, September 24, 1928, at Lowry Hotel,

St. Pau l .

Presidents Cooper Deputy, Maxwell, Selke, Bohannon, and AacLean were

present.

There was a general discussion of the ppoblems rel ' tive to the organi-

zation and administration of the Teachers Colleges in Minnesota.
1.

The question of acceptance by the University of
i n the Teachers Colleges.

innesota of credits earned

In accordance with the action of the University

Senate, Mcy 19, 1927, the University Senate agreed:
"to allow credit fer any part of the work of the last two years so far
as such work is equivblent in subject matter to courses in the particular coll ge of the University to which the student transfers; not
more than a total of three years of credit will be allowed towards
Bachelor ' s degree . "
I n the interpretation of this ruling the University has refused to accept
credits earned prior to September, 1926, the ye EJ r in which the agreement
was made.

Again the University refused to allow credit for courses that

in subject xmtter seemed to be equivalent to courses in the Cpllege of
Education to which the student wished to transfer.

Mr. Selke read a

l etter from the reeistrar of the University in which the q_uestion of
accepting advanced credit in a real th education course was referred to
the medical department concerning the subjea:t matter it contained and its
acceptance by the College of Educction.
2.

The agreerrent of the University concornin1 graduate \\ork is as follows:
" to admit applicants holdiDf a Bachelor's degree from a Minnesota
State Teachers Collere to the Graduate Schoom, only after one or more
quarters of preliminary work."
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It arpears that in the

applic~t

ion of this rule that the preliminary work cannot

be made to apply on the graduate study and that in effect students are reqult'ed

to do at least one term of under graduate ViOrk preliminary to admission to the
graduate school.

Mr. Maxwell presented two letters, each revealing the inter-

pratati on of the University with reference to the admission of Teachers College
graduates to the graduate school.

The letters were from Dean Shumway, dated

Sept embe r 8 , 192?, and from Mrs. Keening, dated Uuly 2?, 1928, and are as

tollows:
"Dean I•ord of the Graduate School will not be back until next week
and I an not entirely certein that I · can asnsvter your questions completely.
I think, however, that the general practice of the Graduate school is P.S follows:
During the probation period the student is expected to complete such courses as may be prerequisite to the graduate course
he wishes to take and in addition some other courses in the
Graduate School.
Any graduate course that he carried would
of course count toward his degree .
The undergraduate courses
would not receive credit in the Graduate School.
The Graduate School has a rule that no course may count for graduate credit if the grade received by the student is less than B.
~rf this does not answer your questions
glad to have you let me know."

(signed)

satisf~ctorily,

I shall be

Royal Shumway.

Letter of Mrs. Koenig of July 2?, 1928, reversing former action:
~ r am sorry that a misunderstanding has oc cured 'Ai th regard to the
administration of our new ruling with regard to graduates of Unnesota teachers colleges in their relation· to the Graduate School.
The understanding which I now have of this ruling and v.hich coincides with th[t of Dean Shumway wit h whom I have consulted is that
during the preliminary quarter or more that such students register
as underfraduates, they mat take one or more cours _s of graduate
grade under the direction of the Graduate ~chool.
This work may 1
later be counted towards tHe Master's degree but the understanding
is that it will not shorten the length of time, namely, the minimum
of four quarters that the student must spend in order to secure his
Master's degree.
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"Deen Ford is at present in Europe ~nd v.ill not return until sometime
in September.
Dean Shum~ay, however, is of the opinion that this
is olso Dean Ford's understa ndinp and i nterpretation of the matter."
(signed)
1~s. Koenig.
~e

matter of University credit was referred to Presiaent

~e

committee on University Relations.

It is understood

~oahnnon,

th~t

chairman of

President Selke

would press claims for advanced credit as they apply to a St. Cloud student.
RESIDENCE VvORK:

The present requirement of a year (three quarters) of residence work
was discussed.

It was decided that the present agreement to accept

on this requirement one term of work at another
College should not be extended.

x innesota

'l 'eachers

It was further agreed that the

l~st

term of work should be done in residence at the institution granting
the diploma - except in special cases one final course (four quarter
credits) may be tuken in another college.
rangement is to be made by the Teachers

Approval for such an ar-

~allege

granting the diploma.

President Bohannon reported thut at a conference of range superintendents held
in

~uth,

September 20, the 4uestion of closer relationship with Teachers Col-

leges and public schools was discussed,

w the

end that entrants to Teachers

selected.
President

~alleges

the question of cooperation

may be more wisely and intelligently

At the ran5e meeting '1lperintendent Voorhees, Superintendent Lund, and
~oahnnon

were appointed a committee to bring this matter to the atten-

tion of the administrators
1eeting.

p~. rticularly

at the division meetings and later at the M.E •.A.

This plan was approved.

President axwell was asked to arrange for a committee room in the Auditorium

w be

used ny Teachers

~olleges

as headquarters.

MEETINU OF BOARD OF

TEACH~Ro

COLLEGE PREbiDENTb, State of Minnesota

The board of Teachers College Presidents met Tuesday, December 4, 1928, in
connection with the meeting of Teachers College Board, State Capitol, ot. Paul,
Minnesota.

All the presidents were present.

The following matters were

considered and decisions reached:
1,

Admittance of Senior High School Graduates.

It was moved and carried

that graduates of high schools classified and recognized vy the State
Department of Education as Senior High Schools, be admitted on presents.tion of certificates of graduation, provided that the certificate shows the
completion of at let..st twelve unit credits of senior hie5h school work, nine
of the credits being in the usual academic subjects.
2,

Advanced Credits for Miss
Minneapolis.

Wood'~

Kindergarten Primary Training School in

The following letter has been received by the registrars of

each of the Teachers Colleges:
"Enclosed is a copy of our catalogue for this school
year, and also a statement of the subjects, and the
number of weeks each is tall6ht, the number of recitations a week, and the semester hours credit 6 iven.
"We would appreciate information from you as to what
credit you woijld allow students from our school who
wish to continue study at your Teachers' College.
"May we have a co~y of your latest bulletin for use
in our office."
Very sincerely yours,
(signed)

Anstice T. Abbott

Secretary-Registrar.

25tinutes of Presidents' Meeting - Tuesday, December 4, 1928
I. Acceptance of Senior High School graduates.
Resolved that gr&duates of high schools classified and recognized by the
State Department of Education as Senior High Schools, be admitted on presentation of certificates of graduation, provided that the certificate
shows the completion of at least twelve unit credits of Senior High
School work, nine of the credits being in the usual academic subjects.*

**

II.

II. Advanced credits far Miss Woods' Kindergarten-Brimary School in
i nneapolis
The following letter has been recived by the registrars of each Teachers
College:
"Enclosed is a copy of catalog for this school year, and
also a statement of the subjects, and the number of weeks
each is taugnt, the number of recitations a week, and
the semester hours credit given.
"We would appreciate information from you as to what credit
you would allow students from our school who wish to
continue study at your Teachers' College.
"May we have a copy of your latest bulletin for use in
our office.
Very sincerely yours,
(signed) Anstice T. Abbott
becretary-.H.egistrar. 11
In checking the credits listed it appears that the g~aduates of Miss
Wood's Kindergarten-Primary training school lack many credits re4uired by
board action of our Teachers Colleges, specifically, the following credits:
Psychology II
4 credits
(unless Child Study listed as 2
semester hrs. is accepted)
Principles of Geography
4 credits
4
II
Arithmetic
4
II
Hyc;iene
(Infant Matern~l Hygiene of ~ semester credit seems to be the only
Hygiene offered)
II
American History
4
II
American Government
4
II
Sociology
4
II
English
4
Resolved that credits from Miss Wood's School be accepted in so far as the
credits meet the course requiremtns of the State Teachers Colleges of Minnesota.

* See Bulletin - University of Minnesota - General Information,

1928-29, page 27

H1he Secretary is of the opinion that with the reclassification of high schools
it would be desirable to rewrite the entire resolution of the Board relative to
Admission to State Teachers Colle5es, (See State Teachers College Board minutes,
1928, page 1008)

JUNIOR YEAR

V{eeks

SUBJECT

SENIOR YEAR

Periods
Sem·
per Grades eater
Weelc
HoUlll

Weeks

SUBJECT

Periods
Semper Grades ester
Weelc
HoUlll

------1--------1-------------_n__g_ _ _E:_
Psychology
_li_2__~
Kinder·=ga"'rt"e"n;:-,:==::,--t-..HI~ _ _ _J_ History of Education
3(, _I _ _2:_
_1_ ~ __ _!f__ Primary Methods II
Manual Activities
31..
.
If
_
_ _I_ _ _ _:L
_ Penmanship
Primary Methods I
- -I - - - -I 12 _/___ ~/3 Froebelian Literature
.5'L_I -~
Penmanship
I ((

t

"}

_l__!!_ _ _ - - ~

English

Kindergarten Curriculum
and Project Method

_:j_ _f_ __ l Story Telling
_j_ ~ ____/_ Book reviews

Story Telling I
Book reviews

3 l, _I___ ~ Nature Study II
Nature Study Field Work 3_ L
____/_ Music-Sight Reading

Nature Study I

Music Analysis, Literature

M

_I___

Z,

Chorus

Chorus

I{ -I- _ _ _t·_ Design
.
-

Art Appreciation

_j_ ~ _ _ _ _

G

IJ

/

Folk dances and
play ground activities

!<f_l _ _
/
_11.__1 _ _k_
_!]_~ _ _
,

3 (. __L- --.2::
Jl.._l _ _2._
jJ__l _ _
I

-'-~
..3,_,

-~

jJ__I _ _
I

Folk Dances

~_I___ :J_ Lectures and Assembly
g {.,. _{___ -.2:_ Student Teaching

Kindergarten Games

~_I___ ~

Kindergarten

J_j_ j_Q __ !J

~_I_____

Primary

_l!i _L _

!j'

_jj_ I

I

Water Color, Drawing

WurPS and Assembly
Infant and Maternal
Hygiene
Kindergarten and
Primary observation
Student-Teaching
Kindergarten

f /t_=~*~i-LJ

Industrial excursions

_1_ ~

!modance

-==
__j___j_£__

~

I

-

I

=

----

~~----

SCALE OF MARKS
A 95-100
C 75- 85
F Failure
B 85- 95
D Condition
I Incomplete
length of recitation periods-50 minutes.
One period a week for eighteen weeks
Signe"I----------------constitutes a semester hour.
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"1 iss nstice • Abbot t
Secretary- Heeistrar
Hss rood ' s rind rt_ arten Pri.'
J lnneapolis , l~inn sot •

Dea

~iSS

School

l.

Abbott:

"Under d te of ovemb r 27 , 1928, you a dr·es ed
letter
to t... re· istrars of t'.e . . ix c· c rs Coll~ s of ltinne sota, ma·in in uiry in r ; rd to advanced cr dit on
th degree cou s· o~ stud~nts eradu1 t~n fr m y ur r inLn
~chool .
A st· tern nt a s nclo ed o · subj~cts, namt r
of ··ce s eac.L is tall. t , numt r of r citations er 1 ek,
·nd semester hours of c·cdit lven .
Tlis matt~r as
been cLrLfullv considered by t e pr sldents of tic Te chcrs Colle •es of lnnc sot· •
F 0
ISS OOD ' S
OL bb J..C CEPT ... D OJ•

...T
OLLBGBS

"In chcc1~inL· the credits l t appears that =>r due. t s 1'
Mi ss lood ' s Traini~: Scn0ol 1 c· m ny-cr dits r uircd
of gradur tcs of the two year • dvanc d cou:t•se of T acn rs
Colleges , sp cifirally the folloJin credits :
4 credits
Psychol oey I I
(unless Child Stud. listed as 2 sem ster
hours is accepted)
4 cr·edi ts
Principl s of Guo raphy
4 c dits
Arithmetic
4 credits
u.rt:iene
( Im ant I a tE:rnal Hy ;iene .~. -§ semcst r credit
seer1s to cc the only H.reiene o:tfered)
4 er-e U ts
Am.rican History
4
cr dlts
American Gov.rnment
4
cr·
di to
Sociolo y
4
credits
E lish

"At t e present tim. t e curriculum or tf de ree course
is in t 1e proceso of reor ani zation c..nd .1e list o
o
sutjec~s or constants m·. be ~edified .
C t lo s of
t e different T aC c s Coll l,es ' ic f. re
n;; sen to
you give tt CLlrrlculum as administered at t1e pl' sent
time . "
1

You s t uly ,
( si

~ned)

R.

President .

• Lc:..CLcan

3.

Calendar

~ 1929-~.

Summer Term:

Fall Term:

in tei Term:

Spring Term :

The follo1i

calendar Jas ap roved:

open fonda , June 17. 1929
close Friday, July 26, 1929
dj ournment: t e l"o1.1rtl1 ol' Jul
be observed . s
holiday.

I ill

open Londay , Deptember 3 , 1929
close Wednesdav, .~.ovembcr 27, 1929

•

open Luesday, ocer b~r 3, 1 2J
Christfflas vacation: Li ~ay , ~cce ber 20 , l 29
Tuesday, Janu ry 7, 19~0
close Friday, arch 7, 1930.
opeh Tuesday, 1Lrch 18, 19 0
or
.on ay , arch 9 , 1930 ~~it: the ee·· ' s
vacation ct ·aster in accordance 1ith the
convenience and deo.lre of the different
schools
close ThursdaT, June 5 , 1930.
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MEETIKG OF THE BOARD OF TEACHERS COLLEGE PRESIDENTS, STATE OF MIKNESOTA
The board of Presidents met in Duluth Friday, july l2th,l929, for
conference over the common problems of the curriculum. Corrw.issioner
McConnell was present and advised in regard to the relation of
training courses to the general certificate law.
Friday morning July 12th. President Cooper, Maxwell, Selke, Bohannon,
Commissioner McConnell, Deputy and MacLean coming late. The group met at
the Teacher's College, visited the institution, had picture taken for the
"Herald" (without Deputy and MacLean) and at eleven o'clock all attended
chapel assembly where Mr. McConnell spoke on the new certificate law for
Minnesota.
Friday lunch. President Bohannon entertained the presidents and the
commissioner at the Kitchi Gammi club in a most delightful way.
(Deputy and MacLean present.)
Friday afternoon.The presidents and commissioner met in the shade of
the Bohannon garden. With a ba ck6round of pines, oirches, and crags
and a view of the lake in front, the group met the afternoon in a serious
effort to analyze the problems o~ the future as they r elate to the Teachers
Colleges. The discussion centered,
1. On the four year cur: iculum and its operation
11. The two year curr iculum and its r eorganization,
(a) to meet new standards
(b) to relate it to the four year curriculum
111. What to do with penmanship
Saturday morning-8:30 A.M. Met in the sun parlor of the Spaulding hotel.
Present: Cooper, Maxwell, Bohannon, Deputy, Selke, MacLean and Commissioner
McConnell.
Moved by Deputy and seconded by Selke t hat the board of presidents
proceed to reorganize the two year curriculum for the preparation of
elementary teachers. Carried. Moved and carried that the outli ne on the
two year curriculum prepared by secrPtary for discussion, AmAndment
and approval, be follo'ved. Carried.
It was understood that any scheme set up for the reorganization of
the two year curriculum be tentative, subject to modi f ication and amendment
at any time. The reorganized curriculum is not to go into effect until
approved by the board and announced in the catalogs.
This would not be
possible until the fall of 1930.
The outli ne submitted wa s modified, clarified, and ex~anded into the
following:
RBORGANIZATIO

OF THE TWO l'"E.AR CURRICULUM FOR TEACHERS COLLEGES
OF Mil\'1-."'ESOTA

I. For the purpose of registration, r ecord and report, students shall
be classified as follows:

Two year Curriculum
First year ) Junior)
Second yeur) Senior)

Four year Curriculum
First year (Freshman)
Second year(Sophomore)
Third year (Junior)
Fourth year(Senior)
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II. Graduation from the two year curriculQ~ shall be based upon the earning
of ninety-six (96) quarter credits
(including Physical Education) tpese credits to be distributed as follows:
(a) Constants
Subjects to be required of all candidates for diplomas
(b) Field Variables
Subjects required to meet the needs of different fields of
teaching.
(l) Kindergarten-Primary (2) Intermediate
(3) Upper grade (4) Rural
(c) Electives
Subjected selected with certain restrictions, in
accordance with a student's individual interests.
III. Detail of Constants
Subjects
Hours
American Government---------------------------------------4
American History
---------------------------------------4
Arithmetic
-------------------------------------------4
English I.
-------------------------------------------4
English II.
-------------------------------------------4
English - Types of Literature or
Children's Literature --------------------------4
Geography
-------------------------------------------4
Hygeine and Sanitation -----------------------------------4
Psychology I. --------------------------------------------4
Psychology !I.--------------------------------------------4
Reading and Speech ------------------------- -------------4
Sociology
----------------------------------------------4
Physical Education (two years or six terms) --------------4
IV. Detail of Variables (According to field chosen)
(A) Educational
(1) Rural
Teaching tecnic for rural schools -------------------Student teaching I. ---------------------------------Student teaching II. ---------------------------(2) Kindergarten-Primary
Teaching tecnic for primary grades -------------------Student teaching I. ----------------------------------Student teaching II.-----------------------------------

.

4

4
4
4
4
4

(3) Intermediate
Teaching tecnic for intermediate grades --------------Student teaching I. ----------------------------------Student teaching !!.-----------------------------------

4

4

4

(4) Upper Grades
Teaching tecnic for upper grades --------------------Student teaching I. ----------------------------------Student teaching !!.-----------------------------------

4
4

4

4
4
4
4

( 2) Primary
Nature study ------------------------------------------Music I. ----------------------------------------------Fine Arts I. ------------------------------------------Primary handwork ---------------------------------------

4
4
4
4

(3) Intermediate
Nature study ------------------------------------------Music I. or Fine Arts I. ------------------------------European History --------------------------------------Types of Literature or Children's Literature
--------(according as one or the other is taken
as a constant)
(4) Upper Grades
Science for upper grades ------------------------------12 quarter hours in subjects of major interest
V.

37

(B) General
(1) Rura l
Nature Study ----------- - ---- -- - ----------------------Music I. ---------------------------------------------Fine Arts I. (Drawing) --------------------------------Handiwork for rural schools ----------------------------

4
4
4
4

4

Electives
(A) Electives shall be chosen in accordance with a student's interests.
Electives together with constants and variables shall amount to
96 quarter grade credits.
(B) Not more than four (4) quarter hours selected from the variables
may be applied as electives.
(C) Electives may be chosen from the special fields of (l)music
(2)fine arts (3)industrial arts and (4)physical education, to
meet the requirements for the Elementary School Special Certificates.
chap. 388, sec. 5 (d) G.L. 1929

VI. The diploma from the Standard two year curriculum qualifies the holder
to the Elementary School Standard Certificate of the State of Minnesota.
chap. 388, sec. 5 (b) G.L. 1929
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J,i!i;ETING OF T.EA.CHl'lW COLLEGE PRESIDENTS, STATE OF MINN::::SOTA

The B rd of Presidents met at the Curtis Hotel,
at eleven o'clock.

Those present

llr. Deputy, Mr. Selke, and

ere: Mr . Cooper, Ur. Maxwell, Ur. Bohannon,

cLean.

ey matters were discussed.
1.

inneapolis, Friday, November 15,

The following

greem.ents

er-e reached.

Calend r, 1930-1931.
President Cooper submitted the following calendar hich was approved subject
to loc l modification in reference to vacation periods.
CAL

AR FOR 1930-1931

SUI!IIler Term, 1930
Registration, onday, June 16
Class work begins, Tuesday, June 17
Summer ter~ ends, Friday, July 25
Fall Quarter, 1930
Registration, Tuesday, September 3
Cl sa ork begina, ednesday, September 3
Fall Qu rter ends , ednead , November 26
Winter uarter, 1930-31
Rogistration of new students, ~onday, December l
Class ork begins, Tue a7, ~camber 2
Holiday recess begins 11:30 a.m., Friday, December 19
Class work resumed, Tuesday, January 6
inter quarter ends, Friday, March 6
Sprtng Quarter , 1931
Registration or new students, ond y, Ma.rch.l6
Class work begins, !.'!.onday,
rch 16
Spring quarter ends, ~nursday, June 4.
I,

Extension Courses.
A letter from the xtension Division or the University or Minnesota
s re d.
The letter w s in the n ture of a feeler.
Theproposal is for the Univrraity to
employ Te chers College faculty memb ~ rs to offer extension courses in Teachers
Coll ~ ge communities.
No action as taken but the proposal was not received ith
much en thusi sm.

a.

t Singers.
The colleges gre d to take the Art Singers for a prog~ (evening) during
the summer session, Mr. Bohannon to arrange the schedule.
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Dl'ThlG OF THE BOARD OF PRESIDENTS OF THE TEACHERS COIJ..EGES, STATE OF MmNESOTA

1q3o
The board of presidents met Thursday morning, October 30, at nine o'clock, in the
I\

!ast Room of the Curt is Hotel.

Presidents Bohannon, Deputy, Maxwell, Selke, McElroy,

and MacLean were present.

1.

ORGANIZATION.
W. Bohannon

The following officers ot tm group were chosen: Ohairmm, Eugene

ot Duluth; Secretary, R. B. MacLean of Moorhead.

The organization of

connnittees and the appointment of chairmen -were deferred liiltil the next meeting.
2.

RELATION TO THE UNIVERSITY. OF MINNESOTA.

The

question of admission of degree

graduates to the University of Minnesota for graduate work in the College of Education was discussed.

In particular the discussion centered on point No. 3, action

of the Senate committee of the University of Minnesota, approved May 19, 1927.
The action of the Senate committee was as

foll~wa:

1.

to continue the present plan for blanket credit for the first snd second
years of work (90 credits, College of Education; 45 for the College of
Science, Literature and Arts),

2.

to allo eredi t for any part of the work of the last t-ro years so far as
such work is equivalent in subject matter to courses in the particular
college of the University to ~ich the student transfers; not more then
a total of three years of credit will be allovved toward a Bachelor's degree,
and

3.

to admit applicants holding a Bahcelor's degree from a Minnesota State
Teachers College to the Graduate School, only after one or more quarters
of preliminary work.
Note:
It was understood that for the present, this is a tentative arrangement but that individual students who apply for transfer may be considered on this basis.

The discussion centered on the interpretation of the University that the quarter ot
preliminary work should be under-graduat •

At the time the Senate took action it

was assumed that the preliminary work would be in the graduate school.
It was moved by President Selke and seconded by President McElroy that the committee on University Relationships take up the matter of the admission of degree
graduates to the graduate school of the University of Minnesota, a definite answer
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to be returned by December thirtieth.

This motion was carried.

President

Bohannon was requested to :pursue this matter end aak the University to consider
the question of the admission of the holders of teachers college degrees to the
Graduate school in Education.
~.

NexT MEETING.

The next meeting of the board ot presidents was tixed for Monday,

December 15, the day preceding the quarterly meeting of the teachers college board.
The meeting is called for nine o'clock in the morning, the place to be fixed later.
Meeting adjourned.

Secretary.

MEETING OF THE BOARD OF PRESIDENTS OF THE TEACHERS COLLEGES, STATE OF MINNESOTA
Theboard of presidents met for dinner at the St. Paul Hotel, at 6:15p.m., Monday,
Deaember 16, 1930.

Those present were: Presidents Maxwell, McElroy, Selke, Bohannon,

Deputy and MacLeano

The conference folloWing tm dinner was held in President Bohannon's

room at eight o'clock.
1,

CALEl\ID.AR, 1931-1932.

It was agreed with reference to the calendar for 1931-32 that

the fall quarter should open Tuesday, September 8, 1931, and close with
giving vacation.

tl~

Thanks-

The calendar for the year is to be based upon 180 days of actual

teaching and shall close not later than Friday, June 10.

It was understood that

adjustments of vacations both as to time and length might be arranged to suit the
convenience of the different institutions.
2,

RElJi..TION OF TEACHERS COLLEGES TO THE NORTH CENTRAL ll..SSOCIATION.

President MbElroy

gave a resume of his correspondence with officers of the North Central Association .
The discussion centered upon the possibility of an approval of Teachers College
graduates in the North Central Secondary class , this approval to be granted on the
basis of the present affiliation of Minnesota Teachers Colleges with the .American
Association of Teachers Colleges.
study of the problem.

President McElroy was urged to continue his

It was felt essential to the welfare of Minnesota Teachers

Colleges that approval of degree graduates should be secured.
3,

RELATION TO THE UNIIllERSITY OF MmNESOTA.

It was moved, seconded, and carried that

President Bohannon take up directly with President Coffman of the University of
Minnesota the question of admission of degree graduates to the Graduate School of
the University.

The following information is to be furnished by the different

schools and shall include names of degree graduates, the institutions where graduate
work has been carried on and as far as possible the q.uality and quantity of such work.
It was the unanimous judgm.en t that the admission of Teachers College graduates to
graduate work in Education was a right and privilege which should be recognized.

An informal conference was held in President

December 16.

MCElroy's room, Tuesday evening,

All of the presidents with the excepyion of President Selke were present.

There was a discussion of the designation of student classes.

It vm.s agreed:

1.

that the terms Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors, end Seniors might be applied
by each institution to fit the local situation, end

2.

that in all official reports, and compilation of statistics, students should
be grouped under the designations: First Year, Second Year, Third Year,
and Fourth Year.

There was some discussion of the use of the term "arithmetic" to designate college
classes.

It was felt that the terms •.:athematics I and Mathematics II would be better

designations.

Secretary to the Board of Presidents.

TING Olf THE BO.ARD OF PRESIDEN'l'S OF THE TEACimRS COLLEGES, ST l.TE OF gnm..:::SO'lb.

The board of presidents Ill3t f<F dinner at tbe ut.
Friday, June 12, 1 31.
Selke , Deputy, and

1.

Those r;resent were :

Paul ::rotel met at 6:m5 p.m.

Presidents Bohmmon, Maxwell ,

cElroy ,

acLean.

It was agt"eed that President McElroy should arronge with

r. B. H. Bode, Ohio

State University, to spmd one week in too Teachers Colleges of the State to give
a series of lectures, the idea being to bring simulation to student body and
faculty .
President Bohannon suggested that Mr . Peyton, sup3rintendent of Banks, as a
desh•able speaker on thrift or sound investments.
The availability of'

.m

Zimpel., :rrincipal of tm

!ittel-schule, Frankfurt-am.-tLa.in,

Germany, for lectures in the la. te s:r;ring of 1932 and the summer of 1932, was
discussed.
2.

oved by President Maxwell that the group of presidents ask that the Colleee be
made one of the references in tbe case of the renewal of certificates and that
copies of the references be sent to the Colleges when certificates are issued.
This motion was carried.

3.

The matter of affiliation with the
tests was discussed .

Minnesota

It was agreed that a thorough investigation be made and

that the mtter be brought up at the
4.

ssociation for college aptitude

ugust meeting of tl1e Board.

The matter of applying far listing by the North Central Association wqs discussed .
! oved and carried that it is the consensus of the judgnen t of the presidents that

the institutions make application for listing and that the matter be presented to
the Teachers College Board at its meeting, June 13 .

Secretary to the Board of

Presidents .
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q-!5-'3!
MEETING OF THE BOARD OF PRESIDENTS OF THE TE.ACHERS COLlEGES, STA'm OF MINNESOTA

1'be board of presidents mt far dinner at the Breen Hotel in St. Cloud, at 6:15 p.m.

Tuesday, Sept ember 15 , 19 31.

Those present were:

President Bohannon, Maxwell,

Selke, McElroy, Deputy, end MacLean.

1.

The first topic of discussion was the question of health and physical examinations.
Mr. E. W. Everts of the State De);ErtllJ)nt of Education was :present and entered into

too discussion.

The following statement pre];Ered by President M.W. Deputy was

presented and adopted'
The general rule and practice of tre Teachers Colleges in the ex~nditure
of funds collected from student health fees shall be to promote end carry
on individual and group health programs in the student body.
Such programs shall be in hnrmony with the physical end health education progrems
ot the colleges provided in the curriculum and including provisions for all
students' physical and health exeminations UDder tm direction of tm
school nurs or school physician.
But in cases of sudden illness, accident,
injury, contagion, or epidemic ailment of the studan t while in attendance
at the college and enga~d in tlle regular work of the college or in %extra
and allied curricular activities authorized by the college, the expenditure
of health :f'lmds shall be lim1 ted to temporary or first aid needs including
the cost of first aid materials or remedies and neces ary first aid medical
attention.
It was understood that while the athletic program is related to Physical Education
that it is sepa.ra te from the health program end that the caring for injured
bers of the teams is a problem distinct from that of health.

~m-

Mr. Maxwell was

asked to report at a later meting on the mtter of insurance for athletic teams.

1.

A conference of county superintendents has been called by the State Departmmt of
Education at the Capitol, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, October 28, 29, 30.
On the openini day the conference is to be devoted to the question of teacher
preparation and training.

A letter from M. L. Jacobson asking for the appoint-

ment of a representative of a teachers college to be present was read.

On motion

made and carried President Maxwell was asked to represent the Teachers Colleges.

1.

President Bohannon read a letter from Joseph Vorhees, a Senior student from the
Winona College.

Mr. Vorhees presented the matter of an inter-collegiate

council of students.

It was proposed that the

e~nses

of metinga for this
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council b

borne by the activity fees.

the scope and purpose of the council.

Mr. Maxwell

presen~ed

someWhat in detail

.Atter discussion the matter was laid on

the table, the feeling being expressed that the ti:zm is not ripe for such en
organization and that the cost of such council meetings of thirty-six people
would be prohibitive.
~.

President Deputy was authorized to arrange for Dr. Livingston
the six Teachers Colleges of the State.
Winona
Duluth

Bemidji
Moorhead
St. Cloud
Mankato
5.

c.

Lord to visit

The following sohedule was

sug~sted:

edna sdey, October 2l
Thursday, October 22
Fridey, October 23
Saturday, October 24 (comer-stone leying}
Monday, October 26
Tue sdey, October f!l

The presidents adjourned to meet in conference at the State Capitol in connection
with the county superintendents' meeting, October 28, 29, 30.

Secretary to the Board of Presidents.
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IIEETING OF THE BO.ARD OF TE.AOHERS COUEGE PRESIDENTS, STATE OF MINNESOTA
The board of presidents met Monda:j, December 14, 1931 in the St. Paul Hotel.

All of the presidents were present with the exception of President G. A. Selke of

st.

Cloud, who arrived at the luncb3on hour.

college

The athletic directors from each

ere present, as folla.s:
Coach
Coach
Coach
Coach
Coach
Coach

Gallagin
Wiseman
Peterson
Sterrett
Bla.slee
Nemzek

Winona
St. Cloud
Duluth
Bemidji
Mankato

Moorhead

!. B. Morris, faculty mEillber from Mallkato, and secretary of the Little Ten Conference,
was also present.

1, 'lBE m'ATE TEACHERS COLLEGE CONFERENCl!

President Maxwell nade an introduc toiT statenBnt concerning the proposal
for a

sm te eonterence. It was moved and carried that the

to form a Teachers College Athletic Conference.

six colleges proceed

Moved and ce.rri ed that those

colleges associated with the Little Ten Conference withdraw from that conference
at the and of the school year.

Moved and carried that the proposed conference

approve four sport seasons far" comJ;Stition for individual student :terticipation.
There was some discussion concerning the nan:e of the conference.

It was the

sentiment that the conference should be limited to Teachers Colleges, the name
to be broad enough to make possible the admission of other Teachers Colleges.
The Northern Teachers Co l lege Athletic Conference was suggested.

The coaches with Mr. Morris aa secretary withdre
and rules.

to discuss a constitution

The group of presidents and cce.ches mat at luncmone

presented a tentative constitution and by-laws.

Mr. Morris

These were discussed.

It was

agreed that Mr. Morris was to get these in shape and send copies to each college
Within a few days.
It was moved and carried th _t a meeting of faculty representatives end
presidents be called fer Saturday, J"amary 16, at tm Nicollet Hotel, Mdmneapolis,
the coaches and

~aculty

representatives to meet at nine o'clock in the morning
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end the presidents to join the group at luncheon at 12:15, President Bohannon to

make arrangement for such luncheon.
lollowing the luncheon the board of presidents metin session; Mr. Selke joined the
group at luncheon and was present at tl:e ai"ternoon meeting.
2.

APPLICATION FOR .ADMISSION TO THE NORTH CENTRAL ASSOCIATION

It was agreed that the applications for listing in the North Central Association be sent by each school, Mr. McElroy to take the responsibility for genere.l
guidance and to act in any situation where concerted action might be necessary.
3.

CLAEND.AR

President Bohannon presented the following calendar tor the yf!l!.r 1932-1933.
Sumn8r Session
Registration • • • • • • • •
Class wo:rk begins • • • • •
Session ends • • •
...

Wednesday, J"une 15, 1932

June
. . . . Tuesday, July
Thurs~,

16, 1932
26 , 1932

Fall Term
Registration • • • • • • • •
Class work begins • • • • •
•••••••••
Term ends

Tuesday, September 6, 1932
Wednesdey, SepteniJer 7, 1932
Wednesday, Ncwei!ber 23, 1932

Winter Term
Regi strati an • • • • • . •
Class work beg:ins • • •
Holiday recesa begins •
Class work resumed • • •
Term ends • . • •

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Monday, Novenber 28, 1932
Ttesday, Novelli> e.r 29, 1932
Wednesday, December 21, 1932
Tuesday, Januery 3, 1933
Friday, March 3, 1933

Spring Term
Registration • • • • • • • •
Class work begina . c • .:: •.••
Easter vaoationbegins • • •
Class -ro rk resumed
• • • •
Term ems
•••

Tuesday, March 7, 1933
Wednesday, March 8, 1933
Wednesday, April 12, 1933
Tuesday, Apri~ 18, 1933
Wednesday, Jum 6, 1933

This calendar was approved with modifications to satisfy individual schools.
It was agreed that all of the institutions should oxan September 6, 1938 and

close within the week ot J"une -4, 1933.
Monday, J"UDe 13.

The summer session of 1932 to open
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I, lliCREASED FEE FOR SUMMER SESSION

It was agreed that it would be advisable to put the fees for sun::amr in
smount the

saiJB

as far a

re~lar

q1.11ll"ter.

President McElroy was

aked to

present this recoi!IDlendat1on to the Teaebers College Board.
5, NOMINATION FOR PRESIDENCY OF THE

.AMERIC~

ASSOCIATION OF TEACHERS COLLEGES

It was agreed to place a nomination for John W. Withers, School ot Educe.t ion,
University of' New York, as president of' the American Association.

It

we.• also

agreed that as opportunity offered other insti tut'ions be encouraged to vote for
Mr.

ithers.

&, APTITUDE TESTS FOR .ADMISSION

President Maxwell presented the plan of testing prospective registrants
as carried out by the University and the colleges of the State.

On account of'

excessive cost of' this service it was not deemad advisable to recommend the
plan to the Teachers College Board;

Adjourned.

Secretaay to the Board ot Presidents.

St. Paul, Minnesota

Friday, Maroh 11, 1932
The Minnesota Teachers College Presidents met at the st. Paul Hotel at 9 A. M.
as previously arranged. All were present exoept Mr. MacLean, unable to attend because ot duties in oonneotion with new building matters at Moorhead.
A.

The following topics were considered:
1.

Because ot seeming incompleteness ot the freshmen eligibility clause
in the new constitution ot the Northern Athletic Association, ~~.
McElroy was requested to follow up the matter with the Secretary
of the Athletic Board for consideration at their next meeting.

2.

Referring to Mrs. Baker's letter of Maroh 7 oonoerning a national
p. T. A. worker to appear at SUmmer Schools, it was agreed that
each President should write Mrs. Baker direot indicating his
desires in the matter.

3.

Mr. Maxwell, appointed previously as special committee to investigate possibility ot insurance to protect against athletic
injuries, reported that upon due investigation, such plan is found
not feasible.

4.

Recognizing the need ot a oommon plan of procedure for all the
Colleges in ease ot aooidents or injuries to College employees,
for students participating in College activities, it was voted
that Mr. Deputy should gather information of oases where problems
have arisen and that he present a tentative statement of policy
for further consideration.

5.

Moved and adopted that Mr. Maxwell work out the itinerary for
the representative of the National Safety-Council to appear at
the Colleges during the last half of the SUmmer Sessions. Said
appearance to be without oost to the Colleges.

6.

Mr. McElroy gave an interesting report of the Washington meeting
with particular reference to the sessions of the American Association ot Teachers Colleges, stating that (1) the Association
adopted no new standards, but instead deemed it advisable to
adopt a five-year period ot extension to give colleges the
opportunity to further develop and meet the standards now in
effect; that (2) classification into A and B divisions is now
rescinded and that Colleges when listed shall have shortage, it
any, in one or more standards noted in proper oolumn on the listing sheet.

7.

Voted that the Board ot Presidents request 1tr. McElroy to represent the six colleges in meeting on Curriculum and the North
Central Association , soon to be held in Chicago.

B.

In reference to various items in the agenda submitted by the Presidents:
1.

There was extended interesting and profitable discussion of' the problem
of' extension and correspondence work, resulting in the unanimous adoption
of' the following resolutions as written by Mr. Maxwell:
Whereas the funds available tor teacher training are necessarily limited.
Whereas the current number of' t'achers tends to be larger than is required to supply the public schools, and
Whereas it is desirable that standards of' academic and professional
work in ~ur colleges be steadily improved.
Resolved (1) that after JUly 1, 1932, extension courses given by
teachers college instructors shall be limited to the months of' the
regular sessions and to the buildings and campuses of' the colleges;
(2t that such extension work as may be carried by the instructor of'
any college shall be counted as a part of' an limited to the approved
number of' hours established as the suitable load tor instructors in
general.
(3) that any tuition, tees, or text rentals charged extension students
shall be paid direct to the college accountant and that the regular
salary approved for instructors shall not be increased for extension
classes.
(4) that the instructors within the colleges shall offer no courses
by correspondence to individuals or to groups.
In further consideration of' problems in relation to Correspondence
and Extension courses, it was unanimously voted to reaffirm the
former · rule providing that
1.

Allowance for correspondence courses or for extension courses
off-campus or in both correspondence and extension must not
exceed 8 hours on the two-year course, or 16 hours on the
four-year course.

2.

All correspondence courses to be aceepted must be from
recognized standard institutions.
Any department in the Teachers Colleges to reserve
the right to reject any credit for a course taken
without the approval of the department and of the
President having been secured in advance.

3.

Institutions from which the grades of off-campus extension courses will be accepted are:
Other Minnesota State Teachers Colleges
Any teachers college on the list of' American
Association of' Teachers Colleges
Any college on the North Central and other regional
Associations.
The credits of' these colleges to be accepted tor those
courses only that are equivalent to the courses in the
curriculum that the student selects
Also *he grade of "C" or above only will be accepted.

For work done in residence elsewhere or in off-campus extension or in correspondence courses, the college reserves the
right not to accept credits in any course in which educational
theory or procedures have been so changed since the course
was taken as to make questionable the present value of the
course.
No extension or correspondence course should be taken as a
fifth subject.

c.

It is the sense of the Presidents that Saturday or late
afternoon classes conducted on the campus in connection
with regular equtpment, library, etc. be considered as
residence work.
From discussion of various regulations and practices among the Colleges
as not6d in SUmmary presented by the Scholarship Committee of the Mankato
faculty, the following codifications and readopti&ns were affirmed:
In reference to the transfer of grades (earned in residence elsewhere) it was voted that
Instttutions from which grades will be accepted are:
Other Minnesota State Teachers Colleges
Any Teachers College on the list of the American
Association of Teachers Colleges
Any College of the North Central Association and
other regional associations
Junior Colleges approved by the Minnesota State
Department of Education
Minnesota high school normal training departments
(in accordance with regulations of the State)
The credits rrom these institutions to be accepted for those
courses only which are equivalent to the courses in the College
Curriculum which the student selects.
Credits from colleges not on accredited list will be accepted
under the following conditions:
The student must be a Minnesota Teachers College at
least one quarter making a "C" average. After fulfilling this
condition, his credits will be accepted in the subjects in
which credit is desired upon basis of appropriate examination
set ~Y the department concerned.

D.

The question of age retirement problems was discussed, but was deferred
for future consideration with the suggestion that Mr. Selke collect and
present information concerning practices elsewhere.

E.

Consideration of salaries for the SUmmer Session 1932 and for the regular
year 1932•3 culminated in the adoption of the following motion presented
by Mr. Selke and seconded by Mr. McElroy.
Motion:

That because of present economic and budget conditions
the Presidents recommend to the College Board that for
the six-week Summer Session the salaries of regular College class
room instructors be one-eighth of their salaries for the present
regular year, but that for the regular year 1932-3, no decrease
in salary budget be recommended.

F. As basis tor discussion of scholarship standards, grading and honor point
systems used in various institutions, Mr. Deputy presented report of a
questionnaire sent to 50 or more teachers colleges, a copy ot the
summaries or which is herein attached.
In the light of this discussion, the following were adopted tor the
Minnesota Colleges:
(1)

Grade of E failure shall be without honor point designation.
1. e.,-1 torE shall not be used.

(2)

When E (failure) has been made up by later repetition of
the course, the last grade only shall be considered.
In other words the E shall no longer be counted in total
number of courses taken or in determination of honor
points.

(3)

Students may be permitted to repeat D grade subjects in
which case the final grade only shall be considered,
provided that D grade courses may not be repeated beyond
the equivalent of 16 hours of credit either on the twoor tour-year courses.

Saturday morning, 8:30.

Mr. McElroy and Mr. MacLean absent.

As basis tor final adoption of grading, honor point and probation system
tor eommon use in the colleges, Mr. Deputy was appointed to secure data
trom each of the colleges as a basis tor statement covering these standards
to be presented at next meeting.
G.

Moved by Mr. Maxwell that Presidents at early date take under consideration
the study ot the problem of departmental organization in the college faculties as suggested by the North Central Association.

H.

~uestion of reducing total quarter hours tor graduation trom 192 to 180
briefly discussed and deterred tor tuture consideration in connection with
problems ot curriculum revision.

I.

Voted that it is the belief of the Presidents that it is desirable tor each
college to have a standing committee to promote the ~provement of instruction.

J. Students from JUnior Colleges will not be granted more than the equivalent
of 96 quarter hours on the four-year course. On the two-year course credit
to be adjusted according to equivalency of subjects in JUnior College to those
in the two-year Teachers College curriculum.
K. Meeting adjourned to meet at 12:15 ' at Curtis Hotel Thursday, March 24.

Acting Secretary

J.inneapol is' r.linneso ta
March 24, 1932
The Board of Presidents met with the Athletic Board and the College Coaches of
the Northern Athletic Conference at a noon luncheon at the Curtis Hotel.
Following the luncheon 1..r . luorris., Secretary of the Athletic Board, announced
that the final corrections and phraseology of the new Athletic Constitution had
been agreed upon by the Athletic Board, and tnat the new organization is ready to
function with the opening of the next school year .
As previously requested, President ~xwell made a fine statement of the policies and practices th, t should be set up through the new Athletic ssociation
in carr ing out the essential purposes of the Colleges in the education of teachers.
The general discussion and consideration of same of the practical problems
indicated the appreciation of those present in 1!r. Maxwell's presentation.
The College Presidents, with all present, then met to continue the study of
problems raised at the last meeting and other matte~s of mutual interest to the
Colleges. By special request of the Secretary, Mr. 1~acLean, ..r. Deputy was asked
tc report the minutes of the session.
A. On motion duly seconded it was unanimously voted to rescind item (l} of
action F of the previous meeting which provided that Grade E, failure, should be
without honor point designation and substitute therefor the wording "Grade E,
failure, shall have minus one (-1) as the honor point designation until such
failure grade shall have been removed by repetition of the course".
B. According to request at the previous meeting, l2r. Deputy had secured from
each President the statement of each of the Colleges pertainine to the grading,
honor point and probation system used by each as a basis for the consideration of
the possible adoption of a common stater.ent of a standard procedure for all the
colleges. It was voted that the following system of grading, honor points and
scholastic standarEls shall be used in the 1.::innesota State Teacher s Colleges:
CREDITS
The unit of credit is the quarter hour. For the satisfactory completion of
a subject pursued for a JPeriod of fifty minutes of recitation or two periods (one
hundred minutes) of laboratory work per week for twelve weeks , one-quarter hour
of credit is assigned.
GR.ADDJG

The work of the student is graded under a five division scale: A means excellent; B, very good; C, average; D, passing; E, failure.
Any course not finished at the end of a term or quarter is marked incompletesuch "incomplete" must be removed bY the student within the next quarter of attendance,
otherwise the final grade will be recorded as failure.
If a student, after the first half of any quarter, be allowed to drop a subject
in VThich he is then failing, the grade will be recorded as failure.
In transcribing marks, the following numerical values are used: A, 93; B, 87;
C, 82; D, 77.
HONOR POllfl'S

The honor point system used in the colleges is based on the quality of work

dcrne by each student. Grade A give~ three honor points for each quarter hour; B,
two honor points for each quarter hour; C, one honor point for each quarter hour;
D, no honor points for each quarter ~our; E, minus one honor point for each quarter
hour. In adding honor points, a grade which has been duly raised is counted at
its higher level only.
No student can be enrolled for student teaching if he has lees honor points
than he has quarter hours of credit, nor shall any student be graduated with less
honor points than he has quarter hours of credit, nor with less honor points in .
student teaching than quarter hours of credit in student teaching.
SCHOLARSHIP STANDARDS

A student who in any quarter makes only half, or less than half, as many honor
points as quarter hours of credit is placed on probation. Any such student on probation who at the end of the next qu~rter of residence does not receive more than
half as many honor points as quarter hours of credit automatically discontinues and
may not re-enter except on approval of the administration. (It is understood that
each College may determine the particular way in which these cases will be administered, whether by President, Registrar, ScholarShip Committee, or whole Faculty).
C. The question of summer school salaries was again raised for reconsideration.
The discussion indicated that there is difference of opinion as to the amount of
salary cut that should be recommended for College Board consideration.
For fur·ther
study as a basis for such recommendation it was voted that each Colle e present at
~~e next mee~ing of the Presidents a summary statemeht of the cost of salary budget
figures determined on the one-sixth, one-seventh, and one-eighth baais respectively.

D. The question of extension work was again raised for eonsideration, President
.acLean, absent from the last meeting, having presented his views to the Presidents
in a letter as follows:
"TO TFX

PRESIDENTS:

" I acknowledge receipt of the minutes of the presidents' meeting..
that I could not be present.

I am sorry

"I am interested in the recommendation made in regard to extension crurses am
I am heartily in favor of putting these courses more and more upon a higher standard.
When I assumed charge at Moorhead I found both correspondence and extension work

established. Within two years we discontinued the correspondence work entirely.
We have modified and changed the plan for extensinn work until practically now all
is centered on the campus and is conducted so as to provide for proper recitation
periods and library and laboratory facilities.
"The recommendation in the minutes that extension work shOuld not be carried
during the sun:ner months I cannot accept. The surmner offers an opportunity for
extension work when student and faculty can give entire thpcight and attention to
the courses. On acrount of theeconomic situation it is my judgement that all summer
work should be on the extension basis, that is, fees collected. I understand that
there is same legal question at the present time about the legality of such action.
"On the other hand I should be perfectly willing to enter into an agreement that
all extension should be discontinued during the regular year . There are so many
complications that both students and faculyy meet that it does not alwaysseem
desirable to carry extension work after ~ busy day at regular tasks.
Yours truly,
(Signed) R. B. l.:acLean"

There was considerable discussion indicating a difference of opinion on the
question but no vote was taken to rescind the former action.
E. By oversight the item pertaining to the consideration of honors in the
transfer of credits from other institutions was omitted froo the minutes of the
previous meeting of :arch 11th, - '(J--tG_ ~ ~ 4-.7 ~ :
"No honors or honor points will be counted on grades transferred from other
institutions."
Acting Secretary

MmriNG OF THE BOARD OF PRESIDENTS OF STATE TEACHERS COLlEGES OF MINNESOTA

The board o:t' presidents tmt Sunday evening, April 24 , 1932, at Mankato, J.lt"ior
the

the board meeting.

All of the presidents were present.

There was considerable discussion with re:t'erence to the basis o:t' recoiJ'JIDBndation

ot salaries :tor instructors :tor the summer session.

It was recommended that either

one-seventh or one-eighth o:t' the annual salary be the basis of recoi!I[!Jandation, the
matter to be le:t't to the judgment o:t' tbe Board without speci:t'ic recomnexrlations.
It was moved and carried that the registrars at the end o:t' each quarter be
asked to circularize the other schools of all students asked to withdraw :tor disciplinarian reasons.
Adjourned.

Secretary.
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l!&ETING OF TEE BO.ARD OF mESIDENTS OF STATE TEACHERS COlLEGES OF MlllliESOTA

The board of presidents

~mt

Monday, Decenber 12, 1932, in the St. Paul Hotel.

!11 were p:eesent with the excepl>ion of President Selke.

The presidents

ee

at ten o'clock

onday morning and for an hour discussed in

an informal way problema pertaining to the institution.

':Cbe di ~ussion was centered

in particular upon professional standards as they relate; (1), to the granting of'

diplomas; end

( 2) , to the securing of c ertific.a. te s.

Mr. P. C. Tonning, deputy com-

missioner of education was invited to luncheon and the discussion continued.

At the

conference the following conclusions were re ehed:
1,

Professional credits to meet stenda.rds for diplomas and certificates.

e..

First the case of graduates of liberal arts colleges
Colleges to meet the

~ofessional

ho come to Teachers

requjremehts for Minnesota certif'icatew.

This standard is given as follows in "Rules Governing the Certification of
Teacherstt published by the Dep!.rtment of Education, Aue.ust, 1924, page 14:

"The high school standard general certificate may be issued to a
person who holds the degree of an accredited liberal arts college
in this state and 1\ho had had, as a part of' the course taken, or
in·addition thereto, in an accredited teacher training institution,
fifteen semester hours of professional training, inclu ing the
following:
Educational Psycbolody - 3 semester hours
General Methods (Technic of' Teaching) - 3 senBster hours
Special Methods (Teachers COUL'ses 81111.d
Observation and Practice Teaching - 6 semester hour •
It was agreed that such students must meet all the standerds, re uiremnt
now in force at the teachers colleges.

Professional sUbjects would need

to be taken in required sequence and in regular classes.
uld be pe:rmitted to such students only

Student teaching

s a special arrangement.

The

assumption would be that the registrant .,uld. IIBet any unusual or special
expense in c annection with student teaching.
sidence, and honor points are to be met.

All requirements for re-
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b.

S~cial

Kindergarten-Prin:nry Certifio ate.

The question of the special

eleroontary certificate i11sued for kindergarten-prima.ry work was discussed
w.1. th !lr. Tonning.

It appears that in oome eases there has been a misunder-

or

standing on the :tnrt or holders

this certificate as to its limitatione.

The certificate is valid in kindergarten and the first three grades only.
It was agreed that this certificate would be continued in such school or
with ateh individuals as stress a kindergarten training.

It was further

agreed that it is desirable that students selecting work for this certificate wnould understand that the certit.icate is not valid in all grades
but is limited to the first three grades.
In a discussion w.f. th Mr. Tonning the suggestion was made that p3.rhaps student
teaching in the colleges should be organized on a two-group basis, lower elementary abd upper elementary.
2.

AdV8laled credit

.!:2!:.

pduattes

~ ~

school training departments.

reviewed the mutual understanding vdth

~iss

Swenson of the StaDe Department

reference to allowance of advanced cretits.
a.

Graduates of high school training

The presidents
~ith

This was summarized as follows:

de~rtmen ts

VIi th one year of successful

teaching experience registered for work in the rural curriculum, receive
forty-eight quarter hours of' advanced credit.
b.

Graduates With one year of' atccessful teaching e:x:p3rience regi sterad for a
curricul"m other than rural, receive forty quarter hours of' advanced credit.

c.

Graduates unable to get posi tiona and lacking teaching experience I!fl.Y register far the rural curriculum \1i th the
ceive forty

d.

~arter

appl.~oval

of :N iss Swenson end re-

hours of advancea credit.

Graduates lacking teaching experience as under "c" may register f'or a curriculum other than the rural course and receive thirty-two quarter hours.

3.

It was agreed that the

su~stitution

of' a course "Administration and Supervision"

might be IIJlde for the required constant ttHistory of' Educat icn".
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'·

Final Cr edits :

Mr.

mwell raised the question whether the final twelve quarter

hours of work now required to be done in residence should be modi tied to reduce
the npber of hours to eight.

It was suggested that Mr. Maxwell use his dis-

cretion in individual cases to meet the situation.

The agreement formerly ar-

rived at is to be found in connection with the Duluth meeting, July 13, 1929,
(see page 38 of the minutes of the presid ent s• maetings.)
5,

Standards for a minor.

It Tlas agr:-eed th at the standard of the North Central

Association of at least eighteen quarter hotn"s for a minor should be put into
effect, the number of credits in a minor to be related to the number of credits
in a major .

In a contereree Wi. th Mr. Tanning

m

raised the question whether it.

was undesirable to offer any minor in the special fiel ds of Physical Educ a tion ,
Industrial Arts, etc., s ime a minor wuuld not be su f ficient to qualify for a
special certificate in this field .
6,

.Admission Requirements .

The admission requirem:mts were discussed with speci8.1

reference to the number of units required in the academic s ubjects.

It was agre d

that the resolution of the board under date of December 15, 1925, found on page
1008 of the minutes w::>uld apply .

This resolution isintroduced as follo s:

.Admission Standards to Colleges: Director McConnell reported for the presidents and Secretary, who , at the previous meeting, 1ere directed to prepare and pre sent a resolution ~ich shculd establish the admis sion standards to the several coll eges on the basis of accredited schools.
The report, as presented in the following resolution was, on motion of
Director Somsen, unanimously adopted.
Resolved, that admi ssion to the two year cour se or t h e four-year course
of the Teachers Colle ges shall be by certificate or by exan1 in ation.
1.

7,

By certificate.
Grcduat e s of too following clas s s of schools may be
admitted on the presentation of certificat e s of graduation. Provided
tba.t at least eleven unit credits shall be in the usual aca demic subjects .

Tasting Progrm.

The question of cooperatiing with the Uni versity and other col-

l eges in the state- wide testing p!.'ogran was discussed.

Dean Johnston's letter

to the presidents under date of November 18, 1932, was co nsidered.

The suggestion
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was thrown out that until the Universi. ty of Minnesota recognized for graduate :ork
the Teachers Colleges that we vould not be interested in such a pt"oject.

The con-

census of opinion was that budgetary limitations pr'ecd.uded consideration at this
time.

It was suggested that Mr. Mr. Maxwell keep in touch with the development

and if possible attend the conferences.

Tm secretary wrote Dean Johnaon the

following letter:
"At a meeting of the presidents of the Teachers Colleges of Minnesota
your letter of November 18 last was read and considered.
While the
Teachers Colleges are interested in the state-wide testing program for
high school students end prospective college students, tm budget
limitations prevent participation at this time.
President Ilaxwell
of linona was asked to keep in touch with the movement and rept"esent too
presidents in any conference."
President Bohannon submitted the follol'Ting calendar for the surmner and for next year.
The lacl; of time pt"ec luded any special consideration.

Sug@estions for 1933-34 calendar:
SUmmer - 1933
.Tune 13 to July 21

or
June 19 to .Tuly 28
Fall:
September 5 to November 2g

( 62 days)

Winter:
December 4 to March 8 (58 days)
Holideys: December 22 to January 8
ar
December 22 to .Tanuary 3
Spring:
March 12 to June 7 (60 days)
or
March 12 to June 1 { t1l day:s)
Easter Recess: March 29 to April 2, i nclusive.
Adjourned.

Secretary.

MEETING OF THE BOARD OF !?E.ACHERS COLLEGE PRESIDENTS,

STATE OF MINNESOTA

The Bond of Presidents met at the St. Paul Hotef April 27, 1933.
dents were present.

All of the presi-

The following matters were discussed and are to be recommended

to the Teachers College Board for approval.
1.

Preparation of teachers for the rural schools as related to the one-year course
of th Teachers Colleges and the high school teacher training departments.
1.

Discontinue the on -y ar curriculum with th
S ptember, 1933.

2.

Discontinu credit for high school teacher training d partments on the
following bases:
a.

/

~iti~•

op ning of th

college

ar,

No credit to be allow d for work done in high school teacher training departments after July, 1933
No high school teacher training credits to be ace pted for students
compl ting Teachers college curriculum after September, 1936,

1

II.

Tuition as provided by Chapter 294, S.L., 1933
B eirming with September, 1933, all students shall pay a tuition charge of 10
Non-residents to pay an
additional tuition charge of $5 per quarter.
Tuttion for the summer session
to be on the basis of a quarter.
The present registration fee which is in th
nature of book rental and tuition fe to be discontinued.

L per qQarter irr spective of classification or load.

III.

Salaries •
ith reference to salaries for 1933-34 it is understood that the spirit and
the intent of the law as given in ehapter 434, S.L,, 1933, to be followed as
the basis for salaries and salary reductions.
Each institution to recommend
eqQitable adjustments "having regard to the circumstances and x:p3rience of
the employee involved".
The basic salaries for the summer session to be one-sixth of the annual &aery,
reduction to be 25% of this basic salary.
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MEETING OF 'lHE B>.ARD OF PmSIDENrS - .JUDe 22 and 23, 1933, Bemidji, Kinnesota
Th

Board

23,

1~3.

ot Presidents met at Bemidji, Thursday evening, 1une 22, and Friiey, .rune

Thursdey evening ell ot the presidents were present with the exception ot President
Selke.

The nening was spent in an intorlllll discussion ot professional, social, and

golf pro lema.
fair ladies
~dar

or

President Deputy entertained the party to

night-cap "nip•.

The

the party were entertained at the Deputy garden and home.

- The presidents reported at

~

Hotel at nine o'clock.

Bohannon, 11ax1r 11 , DeputJ' , KcElrpy, and llacLean were present.

Presidents

A telegram received

tl'Om mas Xolb stated it would be impossible tor President Selke to come.

The

meeting coDCe:med itself largely with stud~s to be mde in order to detemine tuture
policies and procedures.
1.

Study of specialization in the different teaching ti lds as carried on by training institutions ot other states, particularly Wisconsin.
Various plans ot
apecialization were under consideration:
a.

high school

b.

departmental as m ~sted in report ot F. E. Heinemann, secy. ot Minnesota
Council ot School Executives, UDder date ot 1une 16, 19~.

c.

special n1f1scona-in.

-

elflllental7

agriculture, pbysical education, commercial, etc. as followed in

It was agr ed that the Board ab.culd be asked to approve a committe to visit ......~..,..,........
in Wisconsin with expanses incident to such visits.
The conmittee: Mr. McElroy
and Mr. Maxwell.
2.

Study ot financial atpport ot Teachers Colleges.
The study to give facta 'tfl>ical
ot country 81ld especially ot the mid-west, to aha.:

a.

cap1 tel inves1mEil ta

b.

salary levels

c.

per capita coats

The cODDi.ttee:
3.

111-. Deputy

Sta tistio reports - toms tor quarterly and annual reports in <rder that .-te.tiatics
be comparable. In making up the toms the information ot the .American Association ot Teachers Colleges and the Ottice ot .Education should be kept in mind.

~

Coiiiilittea:

Mr. Maxwell

'•

Relation to University.
Commit tee:

5.

Study ot NQJ.liremants tor admission to Graduate School

Mr. Bohannon

Curriculum - tour 7ear degre •
Study to be in the nature ot a re-evaluation at
present standards, consideration ot moditicationa, and new interpretation•.
Special heads cons;idered:
a.

Statammt ot princ iplea

b.

Jlajors end miltora vs. field o't ooncemratiOD. -

o.

Proportion ot constants - el ctives

d.

Organization ot college in departments to carey out objectives of curriculum
and promote a<Wld acholarahip .. Mr. MCElroy and Mr. MacLean

-

llr. KacLean

-

Mr. IIClUroy

111:-. llolnro7

lloved by Kr. llaxwell that ~residents excbange quarterly distriruticn or grade marlca
(inc anpletes to be emitted).
The five presidents discussed the mtter ot the tranater of student a from one at our
llinnesota Teachers Colleges to another, noting the conflict in the two rules now em•
plored, viz: "that the student t rom the outgoing school shall be reconmEil.ded tor transter by the president ot that achool, snd secom, that no student shall be accepted tor
tr8Jlater to

any

oo llega whoa e average ot grades shall be below

•o•.

It was the con-

oensua ot opinion of the men that it would be better to issue to en app11cent for
transfer a tull transcript at credit hrurs, grade of work, and related data, includiDg the status

at the student with respect to probation, separation, etc., and tbet

the acceptance at such student by any other college shall be left to the author1t:J8 s

ot the receiving college and that

in cases or doubt the receiving authorities shall

correspond W1 th those or the college from which the student desires to transfer.

In the attemoon Mr. SDarr ot the Mankato faculty presented the conclusion the Mankato
curriculum conmittee had readhed in a atudy throughout the year.

• Snarr agreed to

aend each president a brief summa17 ot his talk.
It na agreed that the next meting at the presidants should be held in Duluth in coa-

atctia:1 with the Board meetiDg, either just before or just after.
It waa auggested that the various commit~ea prepare definite reports or c'mpilatiCil
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for cona1derat1c:n.

D

rar aa possible thaae reports to be ent out prior to the

meeting.
'l'b8 tUrther suggestion

s made that the secretary propose a achem

to be rollc:.ed

in canTing on the curriculum study.
A4jrurned.

B. B.

oLean

Secretarr or the Board of Presideuta
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NG OF THE BOARD OF PRESIDENTS - September 11, 1933
Th Board bf' :presidents met at the Duluth Hotel, r,onday, September 11, 1933.

Present

were Presidents Maxwell, McElroy, Selke, MacLean, Bohannon, and Deputy, also Dean
Royal Shumway, chairman of the Senate Committee on the Relation of the University to
other ins t i tu t1 ons of Ie am ing •
President Bohannon :presented the following topics for discussion :
1. The four-year rurriculum
2. Relations with the University
3. Advance standin-~s for graduates of high school teacher-training departments
4, Credit for correspondence or extension courses in high schools
5, "The Conmittee of Thirty"
6o Tba Calendar for 1934-35
?. The tuition charge: (a) refunds, {b) students from other states
8. Sould we collect the activities fee fran students who are tef:' ching in the
rural schools and are therefore unable to :participate in such activities.
9, The. blank for statistics
lOo Tba special certific ate issued to kindergarten-primary teachers.

I.

Relation of the Teachers Colleges to the University.

Dean Shumway presented

informally the following matters:
l.

Recognition of the two-year curriculum in the College of .ri:duco.ti on.
Shall credit be on the basis of a blanket recognition or the basis of individual courses?
Too judgm:mt of the group was to the effect that the present :practice should
be continued for the time.

2.

The Dean c.sked for indulgence i f the University see:m.ed slow in evttluating
credits. He stated that some difficulty was likely to be met in accepting
credits on an individual basis, the new plan being a question of equivalence.

3.

The question of exchan e of instructors was raised and discussed.
The
question of ~etting from the University substitute instructors to take the
place of regul£r faculty n:ambers on leave of absence for graduate work was
mentioned in this connpection.

4.

dmission to Graduate School.
The conditions under which credits, earned
during the probationary period, may be counted toward the advanced degrees
were discussed.
Following this discussion the presidents unanimously approved the reoommendE1tions as embodied in the committee's report'

(I)

Undergraduate Colleges.
(1)

That the :present r es tri.ction on the amount of work to be completed
in the Teachers College be abolished and a transfer student's advanced standin ~ be evaluated by subje eta as for a stuaent f r.mm any
other institution after he has completed a year's residence.

(2)

That the holder of a two-ye&r normal diploma be ~dmitted to the
College of Education on the same basis as at :present.
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(II~

Graduate School .
That a student who holds a degree from a Teachers College may huve
counted in tbe GraduBte School the senior- graduat a courses completed
with the required grade during his probationary quarter subject to t:te
following com it ions :
(1)

The institution which conferred the degree offers work in at least
four depfP:'tments other than educ-tion sufficient for a foundation
for a minor in graduate study in those fields.

(2)

The student is prepared to pursue a graduate minor in one of those
four fields outside of education.

President Bohannon was authorized to make report of the Relationship of the Univer:!l:tty to tbe Teachers College Board and to recommend the approval o1' the
University ' s proposal .
II.

Diplomas

President Deputy was asked to further investigate the prices

f or the four - year degree graduates .

The consensus of opinion favored

s~eep- sk in

diplomas with book covers.
III.

Committe

of Thirty.

President Selke, member of' Governor Olson's fornmittee wi th

reference to unemployed youth between the aces of seventeen and twenty - four , made
a report .

It was stated that Director Qualley v.ould in traduce a resolut i on

with reference to this :rm tter at the :rooeting of the Board next day.
IV o

Tuition .

It was ar-reed that the attorney general should be asked to define the

meaning of residence as applied to students, under Chapter 294, H.F . No . 1348.

v.

Allowance of Credit for "Extension Courses.

It was voted to modify the minutes

of March 11, 1932, page 51, to provide for the acceptance of' forty-five quarter
hours of extension credit on the four - year course.

It was agreed thet extensicn

credit should be accepted under the requiremr..nts established by the University
of Minna sote .
VI.

_ __ __.___

Calendar for 1934- 35.

President Bohannon presented the following calnndar .

It

was voted that the calendar as proposed be appro1'led, each institution to 5djust
vacations to maet needs of the local situation .
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CALEl~R 1934~1935

Swmner Session
Regi. strati on • • •
Class work begins
Sessmon ends • • • •

....onday, .June 11
Tuesday, .June 12
Friday , .July 20
Fall Term

...

Registration • • • ••
Class work begins ••
Term ends

Tuesday, September 4, 1934
Wednesday, September 5, 1934
\ ednesday, November 28, 1934

Winter Term.

...

Registration • • • . •
Class work begins
Holiday recess begins
Class wortc resumed
Term ends

..
. . . ..

onday, December 3, 1934
TUesday, December 4, 1934
Friday, December 21, 1934
•on day , .r anua ry 7 , 19 35
Fridey, Karch 8, 1935

..
. . ...
. . . . . . . . .. ..

Tuesday, l.Iarch lZ, 1935
.ednesday, arch 13, 1935
Wednesday
Tu.esday
Wednesday, .June 5, 1935

...

Spring Tenn
Registration • • • • •
Class wo rl<" begins
Easter recess begins
Class work resumed
Tenn ends

.......

Form for Statistical Report.

• • •

President Maxwell reported that he would suggest

forms by correspondence a little later.

lresident Maxwell further gave data

cone ernine; percenta ges of honor studant s as revealed in comrnencec en t programs
of the different institutions.

He urged the desirability of a nearer approxima-

tion cf the normal curve with reference to the distribution of gre.des.
Advanced credit for graduates of training department in High School.
agreed that the present arranger.J.En t shculd be continued;

It was

The minutes of the

Bo rd of Presidents, December 12, 1932, page 59, should read as foililowa:
a.

Graduates of high school training departments with one ye ~;;; r of successful
teaching experience registered for work in the rural curriculum, receive
ferty-ei ght quarter hours of E.:dvanced credit.

b.

Graduates with one year ar successful teaching experience re gistered fo r a
curriculum other than rural, receilvB forty quarter hours of ad¥!:ill.Ced crec'. it.

Co

Graduates unable to get positi ons and lacking teaching exrerjence may register for the rurcl curriculum with the a1 proval of 1.i s s Swenson and receive thirty-two quarter hours of' advanced credit.
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d.

nx.

Graduates la eking teaching experience as under "c" may register for a curriculum other than t:P..e rural course and receive twenty - four quarter hours .

.Agenda for Study of tbe Four Year Curriculum.

Tne secretary presented tbe fol -

lowing agenda which was approved as to procedure:
GENDA. FOR THE STUDY OF THC FOUR- YEAR C
OF T1IE T

HERS COLIEG::!:S OF THE STA'I "~ ClF

~:mr CULUl

JESOI A

Prepared in accordame with the action of the presidents at a meeting in Bemidji ,
JUne 22 and 23, 1933
.Ae;enda
I.

General Consiaeration .

1.

The study is to be directed to the four - year degree curriculum
leads to the degree - Bachelor of Educ~tion

2.

The study to:

3o

II .

hich

a.

Re- evaluate present curricula r standards and requirements

b.

Consider mcxiifications in lirht of eXJ_:erience since the adoption
of the present prescribed cu riculum c.dopted by Bon·d, 'Jay 10, 1929

c.

Interpret anew the basie philosophy of the teacher training 1-ron-ram.
The ini.erpretati on to be based not only on Min.tesota ' s eXJ.erience
but on tbe best thought of educati unal leaders of the country .

Sorm of the topics to be studied are:
a.

Statement of principles

b.

l ajors and minors (fields of concentration)

c.

Relation of constants to electives - relation of acodemic ~l~r~ to ~ofuss~n~ .

4.

Tbe Minnesota certificate standards a s established by statute and
the rules of the State Departmentof Education are to be corefully
considered and related to the study .

5.

A primary purpose of the study shall be to clarify the thinking of the
faculty roups and to a.evelop a composite mind on the ~rt of the var i cus staffs that will make the instruction richer and more effective .

Procedure
6.

The six presidents shall constitute a board to direct study to!
a.

formulate "general principles" (see general principles,

inutes
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of Teachers Colle ge Board, page 1132, .•ay 10, 1929)

III .

b.

give directions to the study

c.

review proposals and to m8ke recomrnendat i ons to Teac:OO rs College
Bo, rd .

7.

Each colle@e shall ap point a curriculum committee ,the number to be de termined locally .
This committee shall be organized with a chairman
and secretary .
These committees s hal l make studies rel Lti
the curr i culum and shall propose to the boar d of presidentli, modific htions , changes ,
and different emphas i s • . Attempt should be rmde to have the study of
each committee represent the best thought and deliberate judgment of
the en tire faculty g roup in each institution.

8.

Working under the leadership of the chairman and secret:.. ry of each group ,
the proposals of the various co~nittees shall be unified and h Ermoniz ed
into a single report .
This work of coordinatin the r ecommendqticns
shall be done through correspondence and conference. (The ex);:Elnse of
conferences to be defjnitely limited as to the number of conferences and
as to t he number ho attend the conferences.
wuestion of allocation of
expense an d fund from which pe id to be further co nsidered.)

Authorization
9.

The gene:ral scheme and plan should ba ve t :t1 e a pproval oi' the Teachers
College Boar d and t !J.e revised curriculum shall not be effec ive until
it h a s been f'orrmlly adopted by the Board.

Principles submitted by President .•cElroy and a pproved were as follows :
CURRICULUI.1 FOR THE FCUR-YE.a..B CO UP SE IlJ 11! ~ SC'::.'a
TEACHERS COLIZG ·'S L:-2'.<-Dil'U 'IO 'l'ffi DEGre~E, BaCEJ:!;LOR
OF ....roc ~.TION
Principle

I~

Principl

II .

Principle

III .

Principle

IV .

Principle

v.

The only function of Teachers Colleges in innesota shuuld be
to train teachers for the public schools of the State .
The four - year cour se should be drawn as a complete unit, rather
than the addition of two years to bh e present establi8hed
course of two years .
The emphasis should be placed on t h e common elements of the
curriculum, rather than on the differentiati ons.
Curriculum requirements for gradua tion from the four-yem' course
with t he degree, Bachelor of Educ a tion, shall be based on the
earning of one hundred and nine ty- two quarter hour~ cre d its
(including physical educ tion) .
It should be the purpose to stress power to think, through acashholarship, general information, and culture as well as
professional skills .
d ~ic

rinciple

VI.

The core curriculum should consist of designated constants and
should give a broad view, on a college level, of the socially
valuable aspects and cultural implicati ons of t he major fields
of knowledge .
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Principle

VII.

Principle VIII.

The core curriculum should contain the minimum of J rofessional
content comrr.ensurate with an ade~uate understanding of the
principles of teaching- the requisite ability dm teaching.
The curriculum should recognize levels of learning and definite sequences of courses.

Principle

IX.

State courses of study should be taken into consideration in
establishing constants.

Principle

X.

The curriculum should provide preparation for different types
of teaching and different fields of educational service.

Principle

XI.

Duplication in content should be justified by a difference in
purpose.

Principle

XII.

The work of the first two years should prepare for specialization and professional training.

Principle XIII.

The development of teaching skills should be based upon a kno ledge of fundamental principles.
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l!EETIID OF THE :OOARD OF !RESIDENTS t SUnd~ , December 10, 1933

The Board of Presidents mt in roam 522 of the St. Prul Hotel, St. Paul, SUnday,

December 10, at 8:30 p.m.
and MacLean.

Present were Presidents Maxwell, McElroy, Bohannon, Deputy,

Mr. Brainard represented President Selke who was ill.

General Diacusai en
Question was raised about the desirability of pirticipation in aptitude tests being
given in high schools of the State by colleges of the State.
Without coming to any decision the Board of Presidents adjourned to meet Monday
moning at 8:30 a.m.

The Monday

meeti~

was attended by all of the presidents wi tb. the exception of President

Selke, his place being taken by Mr. Brainard.

Aptitude Tests
The following resolution was introduced by President Deputy;

Recognizing the need of en early construct! ve study and adoption of a better
plan of selective admission of students to the Minnesota State Teachers Col•
leges, be it therefore resolved that we, the Board of Presidents, recommend
to the College Board the appropriatness and need of such study and that the
presidents be euthorized to immadiatal.y initiate such study for an early
report to the college Board for its consideration and possible adoption.
Be it further resolved tha. t we the Board of Presidents, pending further
study of the problem, defer action on the invitation to p3.rticipate in the
progran of college aptitude tests.
Be it further resolved that the secretary of the Board of Presidents be
euthorized to convey this action to the Association of Minnesota colleges.
Resolution carried.
It was agreed that President Bohannon should present the matter to the
Teachers College Board.
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lwk Relief

tor College Students

Mr. Bohannon was asked to infonn the Teachers College Board of status of plan.
Alard

ot Athletic Symbols and Sweaters
It was moved and carried that President Deputy make an investigation o! costs and
diatril:ut ion in the different co llegea:
1.

Distribution of activity funds to athletics

2.

.Awards or prizes to athletes with cost.

lour Year Curricull.DD.

Arter considerable discussion the following points were approved and adopted:
1.

That the present currl culum be continued for one year.

2.

That the study of the curriculum be continued.

3.

That arithmetic as used in the four-year course be changed to mthematica.

4.

That distritution of albjects to years be adjusted by each institution.

5.

That majors and minors be interpreted to include all required or constant

All approved.
~intmn t

Mr. MacLean to report to Board and ask approval to plan for study.

af Secret arz

PresidEil t M. W. Deputy was unanimously chosen secretary of group in place of
Mr. Mac~ en. who red.gne d.

Placaent
Moved that it be the fUture practice of the six teachers colleges not to send
student credential folders to commercial agencies.
Carried.
President Deputy was to confer with Mr. White or the State Teachers Bureau in regard
to placement af graduates of Teachers Colleges.
bhibit in Interest of Higher Educ ati an

President McElroy reported plea for state truck display.

?4.

MEEI'ING OF THE BOARD OF PRESIDENTS OF THE TEACHERS COLLEGES, STATE OF MINNESOTA
I

'?.-~'f

The Board ot Presidents met with Commissioner Phillips in the State Department or Education at 9:30 A. M., December 29, 1933 to consider the question ot
standards tor the admission ot students to the State Teachers Colleges.
All the Presidents were in attendance.
I

.

In the preliminary considerations it was recognized that the subject proposed is timely, but Commissioner Phillips suggested that because ot present
conditions, with the general public and the legislature sensitive to changes
that might seem to curtail educational opportunities tor some, we should use
care 1n the proposal ot any movement at this time which might produce unfavorable
reactions toward the Colleges.
President acLean suggested that in announcing any new policy tor the improvement ot standards that the emphasis should be upon the need tor the improvement or
the qualitication or teachers rather than upon any idea or curtailment or numbers.
It was agreed that the teachers colleges can very appropriately at this time
adopt standards tor the two-year courses in the colleges similar to and in
harmony with standards in use tor several years in the one-year courses in the
teachers colleges and in the high school training departments. With this practical plan in mind the following resolution was agreed upon to be reco
nded tor
adoption by the College Board at an early meeting.
ereas, there is a recognized need ot improved qualification or teachers
to meet the co plex and changing conditions in public education, therefore,
it resolved, that we, the presidents ot the Minnesota Teachers Colleges in
conference with Commissioner Phillips ot the State Department ot Education
recommend to the College Board that the following standard tor admission ot
students to the Teachers Colleges be approved and in etrect tor students entering the Colleges attar .Tune 1, 1934.

Be

1. The general requirements tor admission shall include good health
and physical condition; approved character and social qualities; desirable
personality and attitude; and general fitness to become a student in preparation
tor teaching.
II, The scholastic basis tor entrance to the tour-year curriculum
shall be graduation trom an accredited high school ot one or the following
classes, in which school the student shall have completed sixteen year units ot
work.
1. Minnesota State High Schools
2.

Private schools accredited by the University ot Minnesota

3. Public and private schools ot another state which are
accredited by the Univers ity or that state.
III. Applicants not included above may be admitted by special examination to be determined by the faculty and given on or betore the opening day of
the term in which the student seeks admission, provided that a passing mark in a
Minnesota State High School examination may be accepted in lieu ot examination
in any subject.
IV. In order to enroll tor the two-year curriculum a student must
rank above the lower quartile or his graduating high school class or must

75.

have a scholastic average ot C or better in his high school record.
ere
the five step letter method ot grading (A,B,C,D,E) is not used, at least
the median grade ot the high school tro which the student graduates must
haTe been maintained.

v. No student enrolled in the tour-year curriculum with a high
school record below the standard tor admission to the two-year curriculum,
shall be eligible to transfer to the two-year curriculum unless he has maintained at least an average ot C in regular work done in residence during one
year, representing 48 quarter hours ot credit.
The College Board met in special session to consider above recommendations
on January 25. Arter extended discussion, it was mutually agreed to deter
action until further consideration at a later date.

Secret ry to the Board ot Presidents
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St. Paul, Minnesota
September 10, 1934

According to previous arrangement at the ugust 16 meeting, the
Presidents of the Colleges met at the St. Paul Hotel at 9:20 P. !. on
September 10. All were present except :Mr. Selke.
I. After an informal discussion of the proposed tabulation of the
six-year enrollments of the colleges, 1 t was agreed that Mr. Maxwell
should re-submit blanks to each college for reporting enrollments by terms
for each year and for the preceding summer session of each year, and also
the total number of different individuals enrolled for the regular year~
summer session, omitting all duplications. It was also agreed that the
number of children in the campus training schools for each regular year
should be reported.
II. Concerning University relations, it was agreed that each college
should comply with Dean Schumway's request in sending him the names of
four-year graduates and the institution which they have attended, in case
of students who have done work beyond the four-year course, giving the
student's home address if possible.
III. Mr. Maxwell raised the question of what constitutes students
residence as a matter of interest in connection with the problem of collecting tuition.
IV. Mr. Bohannon gave an informal report on the question of announcements for the colleges referred to in the previous meeting of the Presidents.
Mr. Bohannon is to further follow up the consideration of this matter for
presentation to the Board at a later meeting.

v. Referring to curriculum study, it was agreed that each school
should report its committee of two members as previously indicated, but that
the date or meeting of these joint committees should be deferred until
Friday, September 28, upon call by Ur. Maclean for further discussion.
Respectfully,

Secretary
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St. Paul, Minm sota
December 10, 1934
The Board of Presidents met at 9:30A.M. at the St. Paul HOtel as
previously arranged. All were present. Minutes of previous meeting read
and approved.
I. It was moved by Mr. Selke and seconded by :Mr. McElroy that forms
for the quarterly and annual reports to the College Board be sumnitted to
the College Board by Mr. Maxwell with recommendations that they be
approved and printed. Motion carried.
II. It was agreed that Mr. Maxwell should report tabulation of enrollments for the six colleges for the past six years to the Board with
recommendations that the tabulations be included in the forthcoming
College Board minutes.
III. After general discussion on the question of student bodies
sending representatives to various student organizations, national, state,
or regional, it was the sentiment of the Presidents' group that each
College should follow the same procedure in regard to sue~ organizations
as is usually followed in present organizations such as the League of
Women Voters, International Relations Club, etc. That is, such organizations should assume responsibility for financing their own plans of
delegate representatives to all off campus meetings.
IV. Concerning summer session for 1935, it was agreed that the opening date should be June 10, but that any school so desiring may begin on
Wednesday, June 12, or Monday, June 17, if conditions in the particular
school ~arrant such arrangement.

v.

The Four-Year Curriculum.

1. In comparing the set of principles formulated by the Presidents
with those formulated by the faculty committee, it was found t~t in the
main they were in harmony. It was moved and carried that the word "only"
in Section I of the Presidents' principles be omitted. That is, the
principle to read: "The function of Teachers Colleges in Minnesota should
be to train teachers for the public schools of the State."
2. Resolved that the Presidents accept the report and express their
appreciation of the careful work in the revision of the four-year curriculum
done by the representative committee of the faculties.
The Secretary was instructed to send a letter of appreciation to the
individual committee members.
It is understood that :Mr. :MacLean, as chairman of the general committee, will follow up the further detail development of the proposed
curriculum, the same to be presented at the meeting of the Presidents to be
held at the St. Paul Hotel on December 27, each president on his own initiative or in cooperation with his local committee to make suggestions concerning individual courses desired to meet detail recommendations under the
Constants adopted.
Respectfully,

Secretary
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St. Paul, Unnesota
December 27, 1934

By previous arrangement the Board of Presidents met at the St. Paul
Hotel at 9:00 • ,, • to further consider the revision of the four-year
curriculum.

Consideration was given to the
(1) restatement of Principles on which proposed revisions
should be made
(2) designation of subjects under the Constants previously
recamnended by the joint comnittees
(3) majors and minors required for those graduating in the
special and general high school fields
After full discussion of topics (1) and (2), it was unanimously agreed
that a later meeting should be held at the Curtis Hotel at 9:30 • 11.
probably on ~anuary 24, or the day previous to the proposed annual University
Conference, at which meeting President ?&!cLean will present the revised
statement of topics (1) and (2) as agreed upon, and will make further recommendations concerning the content of possible subjects to be designated
under majors and minors in the high school field.
On motion by jacLean, seconded by Selke, it was voted that Constants
for the four-year elementary curriculwn be designated in two groups:
Constants for first and second year~, and Constants for third and fourth
years.

Other business:
Motion by Selke, seconded by Deputy, that all previous resolutions
pertaining to special designation by name and year of College classes be
rescinded and that the Colleges have freedom to use such designations of
first, second, third, and fourth years as desired. Carried.
Very respectfully,

Secretary
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Minneapolis, Minnesota
January 22, 1956
According to previous arrangements the group of College Presidents met at the
Curtis Hotel at 9:15 a.m. with all members present, except Mr. Selke, detained
on account of his father's illness •
The first hour consisted of informal discussion of arious topics of mutual interest to the colleges, including consideration of student work "relief" as it
operates in relation to student attitude and stanqards.
The regular program as arr~ged for a two-day meeting included topics listed
under the name of the leaders to whom assigned as shown below.
Upon suggestion of Mr. mcElroy, it was agreed that out of the presentations
and discussions of the various topics that final reports be worked out by persons
to whom topics have been assi5ned for further consideration at a later meeting
and for presentation to the College Board so far as deemed advisable.

T0 P I CS
Mr. MaJC\!ell:

(1)

"Preparation of Commercial Teaching"
On the basis of tabulated report of the Commercial Teacher status, Mr.
Maxwell stated that although there is an increasing dem&nd for more and
better trained co~nercial teachers in the state that there should be made
some provisions in the ~eachers 0olleges for this work.
It was asreed
that probably provisions for it should be made in an additional major.
It was further suggested that it should be kept in mind that our problem
is the training of co~nercial teachers and not the preparation of commercial workers.
Possibly emphasis should be placed on the desirability
that secondary schools provide the elementary technique as prerequisites
for the background subject matter and professional work in the college.

(2)

On the topic "Central Group Organization of t>tudents in the ~Jix Colleges"
Mr. Maxwell indicuted the nation=wide tendency of this kind in tne colleges and that tnere is some interest among Minnesota students.
It was the sentiment of the Presidents that the idea should not be discouraged but tl1at any action or formal agreement to promote the idea
should be deferred till there is further evidence of a felt need and that
there are definite problems for solution in all of the colleges.

(3)

On the topic of "Entrance Requirements with Special Reference to better
Selection of .Students 11 , r. •il.axwell gave a summary report of the situation
in and out of state, showing among other facts t.'1at while there is evidence
of an improved quality of students in the Teachers ~olleges during tne

past few years, there are indicutions tnut our quality of student muterial
is somewhat lower than in the private colleges.
All things considered
it was the opinion of the Presidents that conditions are such that very
careful consideration should be given to the problem lookin~ to a forward
step.
In other states, particularly in New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode
Island, Connecticut, New Jersey, Massachuessets, and others, Teachers
Colleges are operating under higher standards than Minnesota.
All agreed that it will be desirable to again bring this matter to the ear y
attention of the Board, following up the consideration of the topic by
the Board in January, 19b4.

Mr. McElroy:

(1)

"Survey of Physical Plant - setting up a Ten-Year Program."
Mr. cElroy preferred to present a ten-year plan for Teachers Colleges in
two divisions:
(See Outline Attached)
I. Curriculum ana Administration
II. Physical Plant to meet requirements for executing I.
Mr. McElroy stressed that it is incumbent upon the state to provide and
maintain the facilities to accomplish the objectives set up ~ the state;
that is, when it has been assumed oy the state that teachers should be
prep~red and tnat institutions should be created to do this work, it
naturally follows tnat the physical and professional basis should be
provided in oraer tnat the objectives be accomplished.
The physical
plant should be determined by curriculum, scope and kind of work to be
done.

(2)

"North Central Association"
Because of the recognition of the growing significance of standardized
agencies and because of tne reorganization and modification of the North
Central Association, r. McElroy recommends tnat tne teachers colleges
again give the problem consideration pertaining to our relationships
to the North Central Association with the desirability of seeking to
meet tneir standards for membersnip.
In connection with ti1is topic, arrall6em nts were made for a dinner
meetii15 on Thursday with Dean Haggert.1 to discuss the stutus of the
North Central Association, in the light of its recent studies and readaptations of its own standards and procedures.
Mr. Haggerty clearly stated that the new plan of the Association is to

work out principles and fundamentals upon which patterns unaer which tne
various types of institutions operate or should operate and that any
particular institution will be surveyed under standards of the tupe to
which it belon5s.
In other words, the measure of any institution is
to be b1 terms of its tJpe or proposed objective in relation to the
standard pattern.
He emphasized that it is not the work of the North
Central Association to accredit institutions but to survey them in relation to possiule membership in the Association, thu.t fallinc; low in a
given standard does not necessarily bar from membership but that falling
low in its own total pattern in relation to the standard pattern, determines its status.
(3)

On "Classification of Faculties and Salary Schedule"
Mr. cElroy reported t •1at no standard plan exists amon~ Teachers Collges.
That many large colleges do not h~ve professorial r&nking. It
is considered not desirable to press this matter for solution at this
time.
In reference to the problem of departmentalization in faculties, the conditions of university rel~tions, the organization of major fielas of
work, etc., encourages the need of departmentalization in some degree.
At least, where there are two or more members in the same field of work,
it is desirable to have a yearly plan of departmental committees, each
with a designated chairman.

Mr. Selke:

(1)

(arrived for 1:00 o'clock session)

"Graduate Work, what Degree of ,eossibi.lity is there that Teachers
Colleges may be expected to undertake a yesr of such Work."
Mr. Selke indidated that 12 to 16 Teachers Colleges are doing graduate
work leadin~ to Masters Degrees, but that only one, really Color&do, is
doing Ph.D. work and it is reported to be of doubtful standard.
There
is incre~sing tendency for graduate work with the raising of standards
in under-6raduate fields with lon6er courseL and with the increasing demand for graduate attainment in the high school field.
Mr. Selke
things we should be ready within a few years to assume responsibility
in this advanced work.

(2)

"Evaluating Work done in our High School Teacher Training Departments."
Mr. Selke indicated in his belief that we should look soon to the setting of a date after which credit in the undergraduate field will no
longer be given for work done in high school training departments or in
short term courses of training.
rle pointed out that the departments
that now draw s~ate aid receive it as a part of the special or total
aid that comes to the nigh school and not in addition to such aid.

(3)

"Health, Physical Education and ltecreb.tional Programs."

Mr. Selke indicated the increasing emphasis that is placed on health and
physical education. He suggests that we may forget receeational needs
in our emphasis because through athletics and other extra curricular
interests it will take care of itself.
The American Association of
Standards are tending to go beyond innesota Te&chers Colleges in
health work.
the Association is stressing better hospitalization,
physical examination for every student each year and a broader scope of
health work in general.
The tendency is toward full time school position as well as full time school nurse.
Thursday- 9:00 a.m., January 23, 1936
(Mr. Selke absent)
Mr. MacLean:

(1)

"The Revision of the Two-year Curriculum so as to Meet Demand for
Standard Graduates in the rtural Field."

(2)

"Reconsideration of Constants as required in the Recently Adopted Fouryear Curriculum."

(3)

"Advance Credit of the Two-Year Curriclllum in tne Four-Year Curriculum."
r. ~acLean asked whetner we should consider immediate changes in curriculum or whetner we should take note of trends and make adjustments accordingly after further and fuller con~iderations.
borne of the colleges
report reduction in this year's junior classes.
Is this a temporary
condition, due possibly to the fact that more two-year graduates are
being located in teaching positions or does it indic&te a w~~in~ of interest in the four-year course?
The first explanation is probably a
true one.
The second 4uestion is whether a change should be made in the plan of
the first two years of the four-year course.
As it now stands the first
two years do not provide professional work.
They emphasize culturalsubject matter attainment.
While the colleges are not to lable their
first two years as Junior Colleges, it is agreed that our present COilcaption of the provisions for liberal subject matter and cultural values,
should be continued.
The question was raised whetner professionalization of subject matter
might not be a desirable remedy.
It was suggested tnat professionalization of subject m~tter as a remedy is q~estionable. The natural effective te&cher gets results without concern for the name of the process,
while the inefficient, the non-effective teachers do not eucceed by any
expedients.
However, all seemed to agree that teachers should recognize
the significance of child development through the use of subject matter
made vital, as always un4uestionable.

In the preparation of teachers for small hign schools, Mr. MacLean suggested the importance of the spread of training for teachers over several
fields, because many will accept positions where they will be required
to teach in more than one field.
Mr. roacLean raised three question.s for consideration which probably
should be considered before proceeding to curriculum revision.
(See attacned sheet)
1.

Should program for various curricula be organized on the
semester basis, with summer school a half semester of
nine weeks?

2.

Has the time come to discard the four-hour credit plan and
to provide units of two, three, and five hours as well as
four?

5.

Should the standard two-year curriculum be organized to cover
the elementary field, especially graded one to six, with the
emphasis on rural education and doing away with the strees
upon four distinct fields - primary, intermediate, upper
grades and rural1

The presidents express ed much interest in these proposals indicating a
desire that the study be continued.

Mr. MacLean suggested that in the two-year course, the professional requirements be reduced to two divisions - (l) Methods or technic and (~)
practice te ching.
Liberalized methods to cover all fields or grades
and likewise practice teaching to include work in both rural and grade
fields.
On bais of any change or revisions of our-year course, regardless of
semester or 4uarter basis, could we modify the two or the four-year
course by use of some two and three hour subjects to get better balance?
It was agreed that presidents and faculties give further consideration to
these curricular problems reporting to the board accordingly that progress is being made.
Mr. Bohannon:
The conference with Dean rlaggerty in the noon hour raised various questions
and considerations in connection with:
{l)

" Our Relations with the University".
The essential fact brought out in the above discussion was that the various colleges in the University and the graduate school of the University

are at vari~ce witn e~ch other. Their problem now under consider~tion
is whether each colle~e will attain the privilege of operHting its own
graduate department of whether conditions shall continue as now with the
iron-clad graduate school in control of all graduate standards and procedures.
It was pointed out to Dean Haggerty that the status of tne four-year college graduates when going to the University of Minnesota is that when
he arrives he is an unclassified student assigned to no particuho.r deparunent to wnich he can go for guidance or advice.
Mr. Haggerty suggets th~t while the Coilege of Education has no authority as such at
present, tnat if the student will come to him or Assistant Dean Benjamin,
the stuaent will receive suggestions and information of how to proceed
or what to do.
The facts are &hat the Teachers Colleges &re in a state
of uncertainity about tneir entering graduate students and would like
to see a definite understanding worked out.
(2)

"Follow-up

~~ork."

Mr. Bohannong described the Duluth plan of carrying on rural work in
som e fifteen t o twenty-five schools which has evidently a very ~ood
influence, not only in the direction of the work of student tee;chers,
but in carrying tne influence of the college to the communi ties and a
large number of teachers.
Some one emphasized the value of encouraging co
college students who have ~one out to teach to keep in touch with the
college faculties in all ways pos~ible and that they should know and
feel that the college is always interested in their success and welf~re.
Mr. MacLean Suggested that in going out to schools we should emphasize
tnat there is value to the college in having opportunity to see what is
actually being done rather than to place too much emphasis on the idea
that the college is going out to supervise.
(3)

"Minnesota Conference of Colleges and Secondary l:ichool Relations. 11
r. Bohannon and 1 r. McElroy feel th&t not much is being accomplished
through these conferences pertaining to the interests of the Teachers
Colleges.
r. cElroy gave a complete report of the recent Northfield conference
at which Dr. Cowling recommended or prophesied tnat witnin twenty-five
years th&t Teachers Colleges would become part of the University of
Minnesota Systeu1 and that private colleges would go out of the business
of training teaahers.

Mr. Deputy
(A late hour for adjournment, six o'clock, having arrived there was
not much time for further consideration of topics assigned, which
included:f
(l)

"Leaves of Absence."

(2)

"Limitr...tion of ~pecial Fields for certain Colleges."

(3)

"Consideration and Re-evaluation of the Meaning, Scope and Methods
of up-to-date Education and of the Relation of Teacher Training
Standards and Practices in the Light of new Meanings and Problems."

Very respectfully,

Secretary
Board of Teachers College Presidents.
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Markham Hotel
Bemidji, Minnesota
1Iay 18, 1936

The Presidents of the State Teachers College met at the Markham
Hotel to consider revision of the two-year curriculum as directed by the
College Board resolution at their December meeting.
11 the Presidents
were :present except Mr. Selke who was represented by D. s. Brainerd of the
St. Cloud faculty.
Oredit in §pecial SUbjects
Before taking up the :problem or curriculum study, the question or
proposed College credit in the special fields earned under instructors other
than regular facultymambers was discussed and the following conclusions for
the :present were reached.
"In consideration of the problem or College credit for work in the
special fields or Music, Art, Industrial Art, and Physical Education, under
teachers other than those of the regular faculty, it is understood and agreed
by- the Presidents that such credit will be considered or granted only under
the condition that
1.
2.

The student, desiring such credit, be regularly enrolled in the
College and that he shall have a general average or "C" in his
general record in one or more terms of work, and
u:pon the further condition that such credit be based upon the
satisfactory passing or an appropriate examination in the
special subject set by the department and faculty committee
concerned. (See similar regulation pertaining to the consid~
tion or credits earned in institutions not on accredited lists,
page 52, Topic C, Presidents' Minutes, March 11, 1932).
Two-Year Curriculum Revision

After thorough discussion, continuing through an all day and evening
session, and in consideration or proposals and suggested changes by various
faculty committees, the following recommendations were reached, for presentation to the College Board at their coming June meeting.

-~

-::---::..

0
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"

--
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In accordance with the resolution of the College Board of December 10,
1935, the Presidents herein present the following recommendations pertaining to the revision of the two-year curriculum, adopted December 11, 1929.·

I.

Guiding Principles.
The revision of the two-year curriculum is based upon the following
principles:
. 1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

II.

It is designed to meet the needs of teachers in the
Elementary Schools--ungraded (rural), and graded
(grades 1 to 6).
It is differentiated to meet the needs of two fields:
e.. Rural and Lower grades
b. Rural and Upper grades.
More consideration is given to the development of largar
integrated and sequential units.
More attention is given to social, economic and political
principles.
Special emphasis is placed on the relationship of the courses
taught to the content of the State Course of Study and to tho
needs of the agrarian community.

Program of Studies.
Graduation from the two-year curriculum is based upon the
earning of ninety-six (96) quarter hours of credit, distributed
as follows:
1.

English - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 16 qr. hrs.
Freshman English - - - - - - 12 qr. hrs.
(Grammar, Composition and
Speech)
Childre~s Literature 4 qr. hrs.

2.

Social Studies - - - - History-...
European Background ~ - - - 4
American History
- 4
(Emphasis on social and
economic factors of rural
life)
Social Science-Sociology - - - 4
American Government - - - - 4

3.

4.

--- ----

16 qr. hrs.
qr. hr s.

qr. hrs.

qr. hrs.
qr. hrs.

-- -- -

Science
Hygiene
Gene.ral Science or
Nature Study
Geography-

-

Mathematics - Arithmetic

- -

12 qr. hrs.

4 qr. hrs.
4 qr. hrs.
4 qr. hrs.

----

4 qr. hrs.

·-98.
98

99.

\

5.

Art - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Music - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 qr. hr s.
Fine Arts or Industrial Arts 4 qr. hrs.

8 qr. hrs.

6.

Physical Education

4 qr. hrs.

n

'

.

Professional Subjects
General Psychology Technics-Rural and Grades
Directed Teaching-Rural - Grades - -

-

a.

*Electives -

-- ----

-

--4

16 qr. hrs.

qr. hrs.

- 4 qr. hrs.

--

4 qr. hrs.
4 qr. hrs.

----

Total Credits -

20 qr. hrs.
96 qr. hrs.

*An institution may require one or more additional courses in

any of the specified fields, but the individual electives are thereby
reduced accordingly.
Respectfully

su~~itted,

Secretary of Presidents' Group
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State Ottioe Building
St. Paul,
zmesota
December 8, 1936
The college presidents, except Mr. Selke who was absent, met intormally
during the Executive Session ot the College Board, on the above date.
It was agreed to adopt the calendar tor the collll11ng year herein shown,
a suggested by Mr. Bohazmon, with the underst811ding that any college may
adjust its own Opening date in September according to the best arrangement, to
be determined by the date on which public schools open in the particular
college vicinity.
It was also agreed that in case one or more schools t1nd it desirable
to open as late as September 13, a week later than the other colleges, that
there will be no objection to their starting athletic activities in the week
preTious to their late opening.
Calendar, 1937-1938
SWIID8r Session
Registration - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Monday, June 1•, 193~
Class work begins - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Tuesday, June 15, 193~
Session ends - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Friday, July 23, 1937
Registration - - - - - Class work begins Term ends - - - - - - -

---

- - -

Tuesday, S ptember 7, 1937
ednesday, September 8, 1937
Wednesday, Norember 2•, 193~

-

lnter Term
Registration - - - - - - day, Norember 29,
Class work begins - - - - - - - - - - - - Tuesday, November 30,
Holiday recess begins - - - - - - - - 7ednesday, December 22, 193~, 3
Class work resumed - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - nday, January 3,
Term ends - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Friday,
roh •,

P.M.
1938
1938

Spring .'!!.!!:!
Registration - - - - - - - - - - - - Tuesday,
roh 8,
Class ork begins - - - - - - - - - - - ednesday,
ch 9,
Easter recess begins - - - - - - - - - - - ednesday, April 13, 1938, 3
Class work resumed - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - nday, April 18,
Term ends - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Friday, June 3,

1938
1938
P. •
1938
1938

Respectfully,

Secretary, Presidents' Board

1937
193~

102.
Curtis Bot 1
JlJ1
olis,
nnesota
.ranuary 21, 1937

The B rd ot Presidents
•

tat 9:45 AWwith all members pre ent except

lroy•

• Selke raised the question wheth r it would be des1 ble to rrange
tor a double six-weeks summer session.
ter into 1 d1souss1o it was
OTed by
• Selke, seconded by
•
cLean, that the College Board be
requested to consid r this possible plan. rotion carried. The question was
discussed whether a student in order to receive the high school ener l
certificate must c
late a
jor end pr ctice te ohing in the gener 1 hi b
school tield, or whether it be h
c
leted a
jor in
p aiel ti ld, the
completion or two minors and p otice te ohi
in the gener 1 ti ld would be
suf~~cient.
It was agr ed th t the ti at conditio should hold.
Should there be a standard admission blank in giving intormatio.n concerning student personn 1--higb ohool r cord, and other desirable 1ntormation?
It
s moved, seco ded and carried that the Seer tary suggest to the Deana
and e 1atrara that if they so desire, they should work out a proposed
personnel--high school record lank to be presented to the Board ot Pre idents
tor further consideration, looking to possible adoption ot a standard torm.

In the afternoon the nnesota Teachers Colle e presidents et with
oth r college presidents trom North Dakota and :isconsin to participate in
the oonside tion ot questions of utual interest. In additio to our own
group, there were present President c. c. Swain ot
yv1lle, orth D kot ,
President Baker ot
lwaukoe, President Hyer ot Stevens oint, and President
olk of OShkosh. The discussions centered around federal aid, student
alth
proble , American Association standards, etc. It w agreed that there
s
profit in such a
eting and it was suggested that
in, the acting
chairman, be requested to invite the group to a simil r
et1
next ye r.
Very respectfully,

Secret ry, Presidents Board
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st. Paul otel
St. Paul,
nneaota
Way 10, 193?

In accordance with the instruction ot the College B rd t ita
special etlng y ,, the Presidents met to specially consider the tter
ot the deficiency ppropria.tion needs ot the respective colleges, and to
report their r c enda.tiona to the Legislative Committ e ot th College
Board tor such use as this Committ e y dee expedient in the oomi
special session ot th legislature.

It was moved by • Selke, seccmded by •
cLean ( 1) that it be
tha sense ot the group ot Preside ts that they request
d urge the
legislative o
ttee ot the College Board to work tor the paaaage ot the
tull ounts requested and approved by the College Board tor the biennial
~udgets; (2) that the Presidents recommend to the College Board that the
g eral percentage ot increase in the reatorat1
ot a leriee
t
ume
121 all the six colleges, whtln it ls kll<*n w t 'he ult1 te ppropt"i tiona
will 'be; (3) bat in e oh ot the seve 1 oolle ea o h r al ry djust nts
b pe ttted tn ap cial oases.
tion, (1noluding each ot the abOYe
actions) Carried.
Ml.ary

It was oved by
• Elroy, eoonded by • Selke, thet in making
sto Uons, the 1932-33 alary sc dule b considered s the

basis.
).!ot 1 o

carried.

Respectfully,

~

s

cret ry,

rdot

aid nts

105.

St. Paul, .tinnesota
December 14, 1937

A specially called meeting of the Board of Presidents occurred at the
St. Paul Hotel at the six o'clock dinner hour on the above date, vlith Presidents
Naxwell, MacLean, Selke, McElroy, Bohannon and Deputy all present.
The two latter, retiring January 1, were the guests of the others at a
specially prepared turkey dinner, as an expression of the long time cordial
relations among the individual members of the group. Mr. Bohannon and 1~.
Deputy wish to be recorded as expressing their highest appreciation of this
courtesy and to Presidents :Maxwell, Y.acLean, Selke, and N'.c'Elroy for their
cordiality.
Following the dinner, several matters were considered, including
The Calendar for 1938-39. It was agreed to adopt the calendar herein
shown, subject to minor changes of particular days to suit the desires of the
individual schools.
1.

2. Mr. ~axwell suggested the circularizing of the county superintendents
of the State, pointing out the interest in and work now done in relation to the
education of rural teachers. It was agreed that 1~. Yaxwell should write up a
circular letter to be mailed out under such an arrangement as he may suggest.
3. Because of the vacancies now occurring in the presidency and secretaryship of the Presidents' Group, it was unanimously agreed that .~. 1axwell,
longest in service among the presidents, be elected president, and that 1~.
A~cLean be elected secretary, both to assume office following this meeting.
Very respectfully,

Secretary, Presidents' Group

106/

CALENDAR FOR 1938-1939
Summer Session

. . . . . . . • • Monday, June 13, 1938
June 14,1938
.. ......
. . . . . . . . • • Friday, July 22, 1938

Registration • • • • • •
Class work begins. • •
Session ends • • . • •

Tuesd~y,

Second Summer Session
(Classes meeting 5 times a week)
Registration • • • • • • • • • •
• •• Saturday, July 23, 1938
Class work begins

......... ...

Session ends • • •

....

• Friday, Augu.st 26, 1938

Fall Term
(57 days)

...

Registration • • • •

... .

Class work -oegins
Term ends

onday, July 25, 1938

Tuesday, September 6, 1938

•• Wednesday, September 7, 1938

..... . .

•• ednesday, November 23, 1938

Winter Term
( 61 day~)

. . . . . . . • Monday , November 28,
. . . . . . . . •• Tuesday, November 29,

Registration • • •
Class work begins

1938
1938

Holiday recess begins • • • • 3 P. M. ,Thursday, December 22, 1938
• .Tuesday, January 3, 1939

Class work resumed ••
Term ends.

.....

..

• .Friday, March

3, 1939

Spring Term
( 62 days)

. . . . •• Tuesday, March 7,

Registration • • •
Class work oegins

......

Class work resumed •
Term ends

• • •

•• Wednesday, · arch 8, 1939

..
..... ..
• • . .. . . ... • •

Easter recess begins •

1939

.3 P.

• , Wednesday, Anril

o.

1939

• Tuesday, April 11, 1939
• Tuesday, June 6, 1939

107-St. Paul Hotel
St. Paul, Minnesota
March 7, 1938
The presidents of the six Minnesota Teachers Colleges met at the St. Paul
Hotel, March 7, at 8:oo o'clock in the evening.
Present: President G. E. Maxwel~,
Winona, chairman; President Frank D. McElroy, Mankato; President C. R. Sattgast,
Bemidji; President Herbert Sorenson, Duluth; President George A. Selke, St. Cloud;
and R. B. MacLean, Moorhead, secretary.
The meeting welcomed to the group two men, Mr. Sattgast took up the work at
Bemidji Teachers College, February 1, and Mr. Sorenson who began his service at
Duluth Teachers College, January 1.
Admission Blanks, Personnel Records. President Maxwell called attention
to the blanks for application for admission as used at St. Cloud.
This blank
consists of six pages, the application to be filled out as follows:
l.

Pages 1 & 2, personnel record as filled out by students.

2.

Personnel record to be filled out by principal or school olf'l.cial.

3.

Official transcript of the high school grade's.

The blank is so designed that it can be separated into three parts for the
purpose of office filing.
Mr. Selke distributed to the presidents copies of the
blanks. Mr. Maxwell reported that the Victory Pri-nting Company had the form in
type and would furnish the blanks for the following costs: 1000 copies, $19.50
perM.; 5000 copies, $12 perM.
Reports to the Board. It was agreed that in the future letter-size paper,
Sixll, shouldlbe-u6ed in all reports to the Board.
Time for Meeting. It was agreed that the presidents should meet at 8:00 on
the evening preceding the regular board meeting.
If convenient, it was planned
for members who might be in town to get together for a six-o'clock dinner.
Announcement of Opening for Summer and Fall Terms. It was agreed that a comadvertisement be inserted in the Parent-Teacher Journal and the M.F..A.
Journal.
This was made the responsibility of President Maxwell, the expenses
to be divided between the six colleges.
~ined

Entrance to Graduate School. Evidence was presented that graduates of Teachers Colleges transferring to Minnesota University are compelled to enroll as
special students and do not receive advice concerning the graduate .work. It was
thought desirable to again take up the matter of the status of teachers college
graduates with acting Dean Miller of the Graduate School.
Mr. Selke and Mr.
Sorenson were appointed as a committee. Something definite is expected from this
two-man delegation.
There being no further business the meeting adjourned.

Secretary, Board of Presidents

108
Curtis Hotel
Minneapolis, Minnesota
May 28, 19.38
The presidents of the State Teachers Colleges met at the Curtis Hotel in accordance with the request of the president of the Teacher s College Board. The purpose of
the meeting was to consider needs of the colleges for the next biePnium and to consider
a program for capital outlay, lookine forward to the next_ ten years. Present: President
G. E. Maxwell, Winona; President Frank D. McElroy, Mankato; President George A. Selke,
St. Cloud; President Herbert Sorenson, Duluth; President C. R. Sattgast, Bemidji, end
President R. B. MacLean, Moorhead.
~School Training DeRartment~.
The conference opened with an !~formal discussion of the relation of the high school training departments to teachers colleges and
to th4 educational welfare of the State. Attention was called to the fact that this
year there are thirty-nine such departments with an enrollment of 475 students. Attention was called to the fact that Teachers Colleges could readily absorb this enrollment.

Contract for Advertisements. It was agreed that advertisements for the Parent
Teacher Magazine and the Minnesota Education Journal should be limited to two issues.
The cost for this publicity to be divided equally between the six institutions, President Maxwell to arrange with the state printer for approval of the bills.
Budget Requirements--next ten Years' capital outlay building program.

The followThe list
for each school is arranged in accordance with needs . No attempt has been made to indicate order in which building construction in the different schools should be carried
out. The judgment was expressed that at least the needs of two schools should be
presented each biennium. The schools are listed alphabetically:
ing program of building construction vms reported for the different colleges.

Bemidji
1. Completion of Physical Education and Auditorium building
2. Classroom building
.3. Library building
4. Two dormitories--the present dormitory to be remodeled into a Music Hall
Duluth
1.
2.
.3.
4.

Physical Education building with land and equipment
Library and Auditorium building
Music building
Science building

Mankato
1. Remodel campus training school
2. Science building
3. Men's dormitory
4. Increase of land
Moorhead
1. Add j tion to Training School,
76xl20'--275 cu. ft.@ .35¢ per cu.ft. $96,250
"!
2. ~Acquisition of land--lots 19-24, Block 9, Highland Addition No. 3 17,000
3. Acquisition of land--lots *-14, Block .3, Sharp's First Addition
9,000
St. Cloud
1. Library and classroom building
2. Training School building
3. Administration and classroom building
4. Boiler plant
5. Dormitory
6. Addition of land--five lots

8,.-o-Ar"'Y'-

5 I

11e~h..e.l1'\t.

5,3oo

A~l-l"\'\1\""-l A~:.'}\.

oO

4,000
~

4/5 . DDD
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Winona
1. Library building
2. Addition of land, one block
3. Junior-Senior High School building
4. Land and Physical Education building
5. Dormitory
Salaries. It was voted that a general increase of 10% of the budget for salaries
be recommended to provide for increases of salaries and to provide for additional
instruction as needed.
Survey Committee. President ~orenson moved that a committee be appointed by the
Board and the presidents of the teachers colleges to make a survey of the physical
plants and equipment of the State Teachers Colleges with a view of determining
needs, the Board and the presidents to have general charge. It is also proposed that
the faculties make surveys of their own institution to provide a check on the survey
made by the appointed committee.
Future Meetings. It was carried that the presidents should meet Monday night,
June 6, prior to the annual board meeting at St. Paul Hotel. It was also agreed that
the presidents meet for a three-day session, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, July
5, 6, and 7, this meeting to be held at the University of Minnesota.
Meetin~

adjourned.

Secretary, Board of Presidents
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Center for Continuation Study
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota
J"uly 5, 1938
The presidents of the State Teachers Colleges met at the Center for Continuation Study at the university of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota, at 9:30 A.M.
J"uly 5, 1938. Present: President G. E. Maxwell, Winona; President George A.
Selke, St. Cloud; President Herbert Sorenson, Duluth; President C. R. Sattgast,
Bemidji, and President R. B. MacLean, Moorhead.

Mr. Sattgast asked to be excused to meet with the State Council in regard to
an emergency situation at Bemidji.
1. Salary of Faculty - Financial Needs in Anticipation of Legislative Budget.

Mr. Sorenson suggested that a study be made of faculty salaried making comparison:
A. With a group of the better Teachers Colleges
B. With University staff
It was moved that comparative data be prepared on financial needs of six
Teachers Colleges looking to session of legislature.
Carried.
It was moved that the chairman of presidents appoint a committee to prepare
data. Carried. During the discussion of this motion, Mr. Frank D. McElroy of
Mankato came into the meeting.
Committee appointed by President Maxwell:
Frank D. McElroy
Herbert Sorenson
George A. Selke
It was moved that the State Teachers College Board be asked to request the
budget commissioner, Mr. Rasmussen, to sit in conference with the college presidents
and the legislative committee of the Board to discuss, consider and prepare the
budget for the next biennium.
Carried.
2. General Policies
There was a general discussion of ways of increasing the professional
advancement of the six colleges. The following motion was introduced and carried:
The presidents regret the limited time given the Board meetings to the consideration
of educational policies and problems of the Teachers Colleges and hope that more
time will be permitted in the future for discussion of such matters with the Board.
In view of the trend in certain states for Teachers Colleges to become general
State Colleges, the presidents recommend that a study be made by the Teachers
College Board of the merits of making the training institutions of Minnesota State Colleges, especially on the J"unior College level. Moved and carried.

3. Study of the Curriculum Leading to Bachelor's Degree.
At a meeting of the Teachers College Board held in St. Paul, J"une 7, 1938,
the following resolution was presented by Director Tingle:
\fuereas, The Teachers College Board has indicated that examination and a possible
revision of the four-year college course is in order, in the light of present-day
changed conditions, and has set up a committee of its members to study the same;
Therefore, Be It Resolved, That the Chairman of the Board appoint a committee of
two of the presidents to receive and consider the statements of the presidents
~~ the statement of the Board's co~mittee on the four-year course, it being the
c 1ef duty of said committee of two to push the re-examination and revision of the
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four-year course.
Be It Also Resolved, That this committee shall meet with the presidents
as a group, when necessary, shall divide and assign the study of the
various parts of the course to the several presidents and their respective
curriculum committees as seems desirable, and shall consult with members of
the State Department of Education and of the Board's committee as need be.
And Be It Resolved, That this committee shall report the progress of the work
in some detail in writing to the members of the Board's four-year course
committee by September 1st.
In accordance with the provisions of this resolution, the Board appointed
R. B. MacLean of Moorhead and C. R. Sattgast of Bemidji.
The following letter was received from Director Tingle:
MacLean and Sattgast
Teachers Colleges, Minnesota.

'~essers

Gentlemen:
I am enclosing a statement concerning the objectives of teacher colleges
and the public schools as the Board's committee sees them. The statement is
very general in nature and therefore may not be as helpful as it should be.
The statement was gone over pretty carefully by all three members of the
committee and much of detail was left out, valuable as it may be, because that
can be handled better in personal conference. There may be a supplementary
statement later; at any rate there should be discussions between all of us on
a subject as important as this.
Trusting that this may be of some help, I am
Very truly yours,
(Signed) S.S.Tingle, Chairman
Board Committee"
The statement referred to in the above letter is as follows:
STATEMENT
In the consideration of the four-year course for preparation of teachers
it is necessary to have in mind the objectives of the public schools as popularly held by school patrons. Among these are ability to think, culture with
general knowledge, development of the individual and his personality, training
to earn a living, social-mindedness including democratic processes, and character
training. It is of course understood that all of these public school objectives
overlap and none are exclusive of the other. It is a matter of emphasis.
The Board's four-year course committee lists in order of importance
(1) social-mindedness including democratic processes, (2) training to earn a
living, (3) and culture with general knowledge. These public school aims are
probably uppermost in the public mind. For the guidance of the presidents'
deliberations on the four-year course, a survey of school patrons wishes as
expressed by vote in several P.T.A~ meetings might be obtained, if it seems
necessary.
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This committee tentatively believes that the number of constants
for teacher college students should be held to a minimum and the number of
subject matter courses taken by the students should increase correspondingly.
The committee also believes that the labels given to the objectives of the
public schools and of the teacher colleges by the presidents' committee
should be rather fully defined so there will be no misunderstanding.

****
President Sattgast having returned from conference at the Capitol, the
committee on curriculum presented to the presidents for their consideration a
series of fourteen questions to determine fundamental principles upon which the
curriculum should be constructed. These questions are listed below with
comments indicating the judgment of the presidents in the conference:
1. What is the fundamental purpose of the State in the creation and maintenance
of Teachers Colleges? Answer: Consider constitution statutes established
policies of Board, public opinion, judgment of frontier thinkers.
2. What new demands should teachers colleges be prepared to meet? Answer:
Consider the demands for general education, especially on the J"unior College
level. Emphasize preparation of teachers as social workers, concerned not only
with classroom instruction but leaders charged with responsibility of preparing
youth for living. The teacher's work relates to health, social adjustments,
citizenship, obligatioLs, emotiocal balance.

3. Based on objectives, what should be the scope of the training offered?
Answer: Four years of college organized on J"unior Senior College levels,
anticipation of requir€ments of five years of college for high school v•ork
(the possibility of graduate ~ork in the future).

4. In the training of teachers, what fields of service should the college
prepare workers?
Answer: Elementary teachers for both graded and ungraded schools,
high school teachers, supervisors and administrators of public schools, adult
education, pre school and kindergarten.

5. In setting up a curriculum, to what extent should the standard of academic
colleges and University be considered? Should courses be framed to meet the requirements for advcnce credit on transfer and for graduate standing? Answer:
Yes, this question to be considered by a committee on North Central Association,
President McElroy, chairman.

6. Should requirements on the J"unior College level be entirely non professional?
Answer: The:r:e should be no absolute requirements for taking professional work in
the first two years. Electives or options of professional nature n:ay be allowed.

7. On the J"unior College level, should the curriculum meet the needs of preprofessional work in fields, other than education? Answer: The offerings for the
first tvro years should be broad, cultural and liberal. Such offerings would meet
the requirements of pre-professioral work in several fields.

8. The present curriculum is set up on the basis of:

a. Required constants for all.
b. Differentiated requirements on the basis of fields of concentration,
majors and minors.
c. Pre-electives
Is this plan satisfactory? Answer: Yes, but decidedly more flexibility is
desirable. This would mean fewer constants, more options in connection with
majors and minors.
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9. If constants are required, should there be some flexibility as opti01 s
from a group?

Answer: Yes.

10. To what extent should the six colleges set up identical fields of concentration? Answer: Fields which are corr~on to all public schools should be
retained by all colleges.
11. To \Jhat extent should fields of speculation be distributed among the
colleges? Answer: To the extent that the field is highly specialized, too
expensive for all the colleges and the demand for teachers in the field is
pressing, then let the Board on due consideration make such assignment to one
or more colleges.
12. Should such distribution be on the under graduate level?
level? Answer: The former.
13. Shall the question of degrees other than B. ED.

On the graduate

be studied?

Answer: Yes.

J.~. Shall the curricula for the six Teachers Colleges be standardized, or may there
be variation within established limits'? .Ans\uer: Variatio • .As the result of
general discussion of the trend of Teachers Colleges to become State Colleges
it was moved that the presidents recommend a study of this problem to be made by
the State Teachers College Board; a study to apply to Minnesota. This motion
was carried.

4 • .Admission of

!!!.6.£.

School Graduates.

President Maxwell raised the question, "Shall we hold to and enforce
the former rule re~uiring that at least eleven of the sixteen high school units
offered for entrance shall be in the academic field?
It was moved and carried that a recom~endation be made to the Teachers
College Board that all graduates of Minnesota High Schools and other accredited secondary schools be admitt4d to State Teachers Colleges. Further, it was moved
that it be recommended to the Board that after August first, 1940, only credits
from accredited institutions be accepted for advanced credit in the colleges.
Carried. It was understood that this recommendation would not waive other
local requirements.
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Center for Continuation Study
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota
J"uly 6, 1938
The presidents of the State Teachers Colleges met at the Center for Continuation Study at the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota, at 9:30A.M.
J"uly 6, 1938. Present: President G. E. Maxv1ell, Winona; President George A.
Selke, St. Cloud; President Herbert Sorenson, Duluth; President Frank D. McElroy,
Mankato, and President R. B. MBcLean, Moorhead. Absent: President C. R. S£ttgast,
Bemidji.

5. North Central Association •••• Accreditment Standards
President McElroy of Mankato presented the standards of the North Central
Association, discussing the methods employed by the association in making inspection
of applicants for accreditrrent. The basis of Mr. McElroy's presentation was a
survey that had been made of Mankato Teachers College by a committee of faculty.
Mr. McElroy presented an "Institutional Pattern Map" which is made a part of these
minutes. This map indicates the items under 11 heads that are taken into considel·ation by the North Central:
1. Purposes
2. Faculty
3. Curriculum
4. Instruction
5. Library
6. Student Personnel Service
7. Administration
8. Finance
9. Physical Plant
10. Institutional Study
11 • .Athletics

'.

This report concerning the North Central Association was made by President McElroy
as a member of committee with President Sorenson of Duluth. This committee had
been named by President Maxwell in accordance with the resolution adopted by the
Bourd, J"une 7th , as follows:
"Resolved that the president of each Teachers College submit a statement at the
next Board meeting of the necessary changes, the difficulties, and added costs, if
any, for accreditment with the North Central Association of Colleges,
' Further move that the senior President appoint a committee of two presidents to
draw up a factual statement of the favorable items and the unfavorable items of
such affiliation, to be mailed to each Board member not later than September 1."

In reference to interpretation of the above resolution, the following motion was
made:
In regard to the relationship of Teachers Colleges to the North Central, it is
the judgment of the presidents that the report of the special committee on desirability of joining the North Central Association be presented at the September
meeting and that this report be followed by a long time study by each institution
on its necessary changes, difficulties and added cost for accreditment by the
North Central Association.
Carried.
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It was moved that a committee of the presidents confer with the Commissioner
of Education regarding the possibility of cooperating with the Teachers Colleges
in the holding of educational conferences at the seve~al colleges.
Carried.
T'ne following committee was appointed:
President Selke
President MacLean

6. Conference relatin6 to Professional

Institutes~

Conferences.

The presidents met with Dr. Rockwell, Commissioner of Education, Dean
Peik of the College of Education, Mr. Nolte, Director of Center for Continuation
Study. There was a general discussion of ways of co-ordinating the various professional conferences for the generel welfare of the State. Mr. Nolte presided.

Center for Continuation Study
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota
J"uly 6, 1938
The presidents of the State Teachers Colleges met at the Center for Continuation Study at the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota,
Wednesday afternoon at 2:00 P.M.
Present: President G.F..Maxwell, Winona;
President George A. Selke, St. Cloud; President Frank D. McElroy, Mankato;
President C.R.Sattgast, Bemidji; President R. B. M~cLean, Moorhead.
Absent: President Herbert Sorenson, Duluth.
President Maxwell was asked to serve on an Advisory Committee on State
Institutes under Center for Continuation Study. Mr. Maxwell was to be a
representative of Teachers Colleges on a general committee proposed in the
morning conference. It was moved and carried that at the next meeting of the
presidents, the first item of business be given to the ten-year building program, this to be the work of committee of the whole to take the place of the
survey committee as provided at a former meeting (see minutes page 108).
Adjourned with the understanding that presidents would get together in
connection with the next meeti~g of the State Board to be called between
July 15 and J"uly 30, 1938.

Secretary, Board of Presidents

nSt. Paul, Minresota
Decenber 12, 1938
In connection with the meeting of the Teachers College BoaDd, Tuesday, December 13,
the presidents had several meetings--forwal and informal--with reference to edu&ational
problems.
I. Monday morning, December 12, at 9:30 o'clock, the Advisory Committee of the Minnesota Congress of Parents and Teachers held a meeting in the commissioner's office. 1his
meeting was pr·esided over by Mr$. ~. E. Linsley, ... president of M.C.P.T.
Present were:
President Maxv1ell, President McElroy, President Sorenson, President Sattgast, and President MacLean.
~

Mrs. Linsley offered the services of natioral workers in the Parenn-Teachers Association available ei. ther at commencement time or during the surmner session.
It was
unanimous decision that these workers could he used to the best advantage during the summer session.
Proposal was made that the speaker for each Teachers College be assigned
either the third or fourth week of June, 1939.
It was urged that these workers uiscuss
problems that concerned parents and tea "hers rather than the detail of' organization of
the Parent-Teacher Association.
II. The Teachers College presidents met Monday, December 12, at 2:30 o'clock at the
St. Paul Hotel. Present were: Presidents Man1ell, McElroy, Selke, ~orenson, Sattgast,
and Ma-Lean.
1.
Curriculum. Proposals for 1939-40 catalol?s• '.l.he curriculum committee--Presidents
:rlacL· an and Sattgast made a report to the presidents and out of the discussion the presidents agreed to re~o~nend the following to the Teachers College Board the next day.

Note:

These proposals were approved by the Board the

folloV~ing

dey.

TO 'l'HE STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE BO.ARD:
Your curriculum committee met at Moorhead State Teachers College on November 29-30,
1938, to give consideration to the probleiT. of preparing recommendations that could
be of use to the faculties of the Teachers Colleges of this state in prepuring the
1939-40 catalogs. The committee was awsisted by the able services of Dr. E. VI.
Beck, C:hairn:.an of Division of Educt.rlion, bemidji, and Dr. Joseph Kise, Department of
Political Science, Moorhead.
Stud~es had been made previsous to the conference iD
which offerint;s in teachers colleges outside of the State of Minr:esota were tabulat
and analyzed. 1be faculties of five of the Teachers Colleges expressed their recomrneltdations through their presidents.
This report, therefore, cannot be considered the final report of the committee.
It is, rather, an effort to point the general direction the committee thin~s
should be taken in a more comprehensive study.
It is in accordance with the
philosophy expressed in the tentative proposal submitted to the Teachers College
Board on September 13, 1938, by this committee.
The committee has aimed to formulate a program broad enou~1 to satisfy the standards
of accrediting agencies and yet flexible enough to provi de differentiation between
the Teachers Coll eges. This flexibility is further offered to encourage legitimate
activity and growth on the part of individual teachers college faculties.
Furthermore, this program offers the possibility of setting up two, three, and five
hour courses as well as tbe traditional four hour courses, tbus providing greater
flexibility and continuity.
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In order to fulfill these aims this committee has attempted :
1.

To set up general area s of subj e ct matter to be included in the curriculum.

2. .

To specify the number of required hours within these areas which shall const iQ
tute the constants to be selected by the faculties .

3.

To make a stateJr.ent relative to majors and minors

The areas of subject matter shall be :

Qr . Hrs . of Junior
College ConstaLts
I.

Arts--Fine and Applied
1.

2.

3.
II .

2.

IV.

Music
Fine .Arts
Industrial and Applied .Arts

Education
1.

III.

8

4

Subject matter
a . Psychology • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 qr . hrs .
b . Professional
Participation-- Laboratory Schools
a . Campus elementary schools
b . Campus secondery school
c . Off- campus affiliated schools-- rural and city
12

Laz:gua(e and Literature
1.

English • • • •
a . Literature
b . Compeeition
c . §peech
d . J"ournalism

• • • • • • • • • 12 qr . hrs .

2.

Modern and Classical Languages
a . French
b . German
c . Spanish
d . La 'tin

"

Physical and Health Education
1.

Health Conservation
a . Individual
b . Community
c . TeQching Health Responsibility

2.

Physical Education
a . Pley~ round activities
b . Technics
c . Skills

3.

Competitive Sports
a . Inter- scholastic
b . Intra- murC:tl
c . Community
d . Inter- collegiate

8
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V.

VI.

Science
1.

Biological
a. Botany
b. Zoology

2.

Physical
a. Chemistry
b. Physics
d. Geology
d. Geography

8
with Geography 12

...... ·I

or 4 q.h.

Social Studies
l.

2.

3.

4.

History
Socielogy
Economics
Geography

12

with Geography

.... ..I

16

or 4 q.h.

SENIOI< COLLEGE OR PhOFESSIOl;.AL CONSTANTS
Secondary or Elementary

Qr.Hrs. of Senior
CollA~e

l. Constants in Secondary Field

Credits
8

General Technic
Special Methods (major) first
second
Curriculum
2. Constc:nts in Elementary Field

8

Primary Technic
Intermediate Technic
Special Technic
Curriculum
Remainder as in Secondary field

3. Constantx Common to Both Curricula
Educational Psychology
Tests and Measures
Teaching • • • • • • • •
Philosophy of Education

.......

16

8 q.h.

RECOMMENDATION FOR M.AJ"OHS AND Mll\ORS
Until further study justifies a change r garding majors qnd minors this cowmittee
merely recommends that the faculties of the various institutions continue to study
c riculE:r problems through institutional 1'acul ty committees, through interdepartmental cor·respondnece, and through interdepartmental conference.
RESOLUTION
Resolved:

that whenever in the opinion of a majority of the fauulty at any of the
several colleges, any student cannot profit satisfactorily from a study
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of the constants indicated in any of the siz: areas, the fa ulty may arran~e
for substitution of course or subjects more fully adapted to the abilities,
needs and interests of such student.
Approved by Presidents of the bix
Teachers Colleges of Minnesota
Communications Concerning Curriculum.

Two comw.unications were readi

1.

Margaret Nicholson, librarian at Bemidj ~ speaking for the librarians of the
six •reachers Colleges, requested that an orientation course "How to Use the
Libaary" be included in the list of constants.

2.

A communication from the science instructors of the six tea che1·s colleges
proposed that there be:
a.

Constants one year in biolobical science and one year in general physical science, each carrying from 8 to 12 credits.

b.

Proposals with reference to general science majors.

The secretary "{as asked to acknov.ledge these communications and to state that the
would be given careful consideration as the study of the curriculum
proceeds.

recorr~end b tions

Calendar for 1939-1940. 1ne calendar for 1939-40 on page 121 was proposed by
President Maxwell.
This is presented with the understanding that the colleges m ke
adjustments of vacation periods to suit their convenience with the understanding th~t the
school year should be held to 180 days.
III. During the lunch hour on 'l'uesday, December 13, the presidents met at the lunch
table. 'Ihe Teacher s College Board durinp the mornine:, meetine_ had referred to the
presidents the resolution presented by Dr. Garlock at the Duluth meeting,
H.tt;SOLU'fiON P.H.tSEN'l'l!.D BY DR. GARLOCK
Conferring of Degrees
WHEHEAS in a report submitted to the Board by the Presidents committee on the
four-year curriculum it was advised by the presidents of the six teachers colleges that
degres other than the B. $d . be conferred (See item 13) in the Teachers Colleges at
Bemidji, Duluth, Mankato, Moorhead, St. Cloud, and Winona, Minnesota, and
V~ in the report of the Board corr~ittee on the four-year curriculum submitted on October 25, 1938, this committee is in agree ent with the presiaents as given
above, and

WHEREAS it is customary for teachers colleges in the United States to grant the

B.A., the B. A. in Education, the B. S., the B.S . in Education, the B. of Ed. and/ or
the B. of Fine Arts in Education degrees, us shown on the attached table, and
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WIIEREAS the Minnesota Statutes of 1923, Chapter 14, S&c. 3066, gives authority
to this Board to grant such degrees, "Degrees--The state teachers college Board s1all
have authority to award appropriate degrees to persons who complet e the prescribed
11
four-year curriculu..'Tl ofl studies in the state teuchers college ('21 c 260 Sec. 3),
THEREFOHE BE IT R~OLVF~ that this Board shall direct the curriculu..m co~~ittee
of the Board and the curriculu~ coiT~ittee of the presidents to prepare the four-year
curricul~"11 for the six Teachers Colleges with a view to the granting of the A.B. de~ee
and the b.S. degree as well as the B. Ed. degree and that such degrees, in addition
to other majors and minors which may be 5ranted, shall carry a major or a minor in education and psycholo.:;y.
That this Board shall request the faculties of the said Stcte
Teachers Colleges to reor~anize courses offered in such instituttons in accordance <ith
recommendations of the curriculum committee of the Board with th e view to offering
students choices of the B. Ed. degree, the A.B. degree. Such degrees shall becone
officially effective within the said State Te chers Colleges when the faculties shall
have prescribed and students shall have completed cou. ses leading to such degrees.

Meetings adjourned.

vl {li

w~e_~

SeC:i.3tary, Board of Presidents.
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C:AT..~JDAR :B'OR 1939-1940
Summer Session

....

Registration

Monday, June 12, 1939
Tuesday, June 13, 1939

Class work begins

Friday, J-uly 21, 1939

Session ends
Second Summer Session
(Classes meeting five times a week)

............

Registration

Monday, July 24, 1939

Class work begins

Friday, Au<=>ust 25, 1939

Session ends
Fall Term
(62 days)

. . . . . . . . Tuesday,
Wednesday,
..........

Registration
Class work begins

September 5, 1939
September b, 1939

Wednesday, Novemher 29,

Term ends • • • •

Registration

Saturday, July 22, 1939

....

Winter Term
(59 days

19~9

Monday, December 4, 1939
Tuesday, December 5, 1939

Class work begins
Holiday recess begins • • •
Class work resumed
Term ends • • • • • •

........
....
. .. . . . ..

Frlday, Decemuer 22, l939
'I'uesday,

J~muary

9, 1940

Friday, March, 8, 1940

Spring Term
(60 d3yS}

Registration

.. .. ..... . ....

Class work begins •
Easter recess begins
cl~ss

Monday, March 11, 1980

..

Tuesday, March 12, 19ZJO

. ....

Monday, Murch ).9, 1940
Monday, March 25 , 1940

work resumed

Term ends • • • • •

IK

....

,;

Friday, June ?, 1940
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Minute& of the Special Meeting of the Presidents of the State Teachers Colleges
With Representatives of the State Teachers College Board
April 10, 1939
At a meeting of the presidents at the St. Paul Hotel, April 10, 1939, the following resolutions were adopted:
l.

Resolved, that the maintenance appropriations be made by the State Legis-

lature as formerly and that the receipts for tuitions also handled as formerly,
that is, that such funds he deposited with the State Treasurer and be credited to
the respective institutions from which they were received for their use.
2.

Resolved, that the amounts for Maintenance and for Repairs, Betterments,

and Improvements as approved by the Board be again recownended to the Legislature
as the basis for appropriations.
The appropriations for Maintenance and for Repairs, Betterments and Improvements
approved by the State Teachers College Board for the several institutions are as
follows:
Maintenance Each
Year of Biennium

Repairs, Betterments
and Improvements Each
Year of Biennium

$148,000.00

$16,450.00

Duluth

160,000.00

9,100.00

Mankato

189,000.00

12,000.00

Moorhead

165,800.00

7,500.00

St. Cloud

250.000.00

19,500.00
17,500.00

first year
second year

Winona

163,700.00

15,000.00
16,177.00

first year
second year

Bemidji

Frank D. McElroy
Secretary Pro Tem
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St. Paul, Minnesota, June 5, 1939
A meeting of the presidents was called for Monday evenin~, June 5, at the St .
Paul Hotel, at eight o' clock .

Only Presidents MacLean, Sorenson, and McElroy were

present.
The following items were discussed but since there was not a quorum present
no decisions were made:
1.

A proposal for a plan of sabbatical leave to be adopted by the board.

2.

Tenure and special retirement insurance plan for State Colleges.

3.

Certification requirements for superintendents to go into effect for
theState.

4.

"Accredited Higher Institutions" as published by the United States Department of the Interior, carries the specific statement relative to Minnesota: "Graduates of Te· chers Colleges are not admitted into the graduate
school until they have satisfactorily completed at le a st one quarter of
work in an undergl!faduate school. "

The desirability of a meeting of all the presidents on June 22, 23, and 24 was
discussed .
Meetin0 adjourned
(signed) Frank D. McElroy
Secret~ry

NOTE:

On Tuesday, June 6, the presidents met and decided to hold a three day meeting
at Bemidji or vicinity on the 22, 23, and 24 of June.

Presiuent Sattgast has

agreed to send out information on the hotel accommodations and the
the conference .

(Note to President Sattgast askinG if

that be is to do the two things mentioned . )

i~

a ~enda

for

is his understanding

State Teachers College
Bemidji, Minnesota
June 22, 1939
After the luncheon at Douglas Lodge, the Presidents convened Thursday, June 22, 1939,
at 3:00 o'clock.

Presidents present were MacLean, Mehus, Sattgast and Sorenson.

dent Selke had telegraphed that he could not be present Thursuay.

Presi-

As no word had been

received from President McElroy, deep concern was expressed over his absence.

Mr. A. C. Clark of the Bemidji faculty made a report on the Re-organization Act.
Particular concern was expressed over the part pertaining to the 10% reserve, and it was
agreed, according to Mr. MacLean's suggestion, that we wait until our quarterly budget
is returned, and if the 10% res erve is enforced, it is proposed that all presidents meet
jointly with Mr. Gravlin and Mr. Staasen to discuss the seriousness of enforcir.g a 10%
reserve.
The meeting adjourned and the president s drove to the campus of the Bemidji State 'leachers College and inspected the buildings.
Presidents re-convened at President Sattgastts res· ence June 23 at 9:00 a.m.
dents present were MacLean, Mehus, Sattgast, Selke and
been recieved from President McElrqy, ver

~orenson.

.t>resi-

Because no word had

deep and grave concern was expressed by the

Presidents.
Acting Dean W.S.Miller of the Graduate School of the University of Minnesota reported
on the proposed plan of admission into the graduate school of the graduates of the state
teach ers colleges of Minnesota.

Dean Miller presented and discussed a report with the

title, AN .ANALYSIS OF 204 TEJ,CHl.:RS COLLEvE TRANSCRIPTS.

.'.Lhe Presidents approved

unanimously the followin g provisions for admission.
1.

Graduates of te· chers colleges who have 75% or more of' a total of 192 crecits, classified as academic, will be admitted without penalty.

2.

Graduates w1th 60 to 74% of their work academic, will have to have at
least forty credits in ea ch of two fields classified as academic, to be
admitted without penalty.
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3. Graduates of teachers colleges with less than 60% of their work classified
as academic will have to make up the deficiency so that they achieve the
status indicrted in either 1. or 2.
The five recognized academic fields are:
l.

2.

J.

4.
5.

English and Foreign Languages
Music and Art (~'ine Arts)
Social Sciences
Biological Sciences and Psychology
Mathematics and Physical Sciences

**********
Mr. Selke reported on graduate work or the fifth year of work for the teachers colleges and presented the Presidents with a copy of the report of the Committee of
Standards and Survey of the American Association of Teachers Colleges.

It was the

opinion of the Presidents that graduate work or the fifth year of work was very
important and that the teachers colleges should introduce it as soon as possible.

The PresidBnts passed a motion that the Board adopt a policy on Probationary and Permanent Employment.
September meeting.

This statement of policy should be presented to the Board at its
The following represents that statement of policy:

The Presi-

dents unanimously recommend that the followinb policy regarding nominations and reappointments be adopted by the Board:
"~at the first three years of an instructor's or employee's service be consid-

ered a probationary period, and within that period if the President and local
director do not recommend certain instructors and employees for re-appointment,
no appeal will be permitted from such action to the Board."
The matter of sabbatical leaves was discussed and a set of specific rules and re

la-

tions was to be prepared by Mr. Selke for presentation at the next Board meeting.
The topic of Autonomy of the state teachers colleges wqs raised.
delegated to prepare a

brie~

Dr. Sattgast was

on fiscal and administrative autonomy, to be presented

at the meeting of the Presidents preceding the next Board

meetin~.

126.

The topic of degrees other than the Bachelor of Education degree was raised and after
considerable discussion, it was agreed by the Presilents that it would be desireable
to award the B.S. degree rather than the present degree.

It was also agreed that

Dr. Sattgast prepare a resolution to be presented to the Board at its next meeting.
The meeting adjourned at about 3:15p.m., Friday afternoon, June 23, 1939.

Respectfully submitted
Herbert

~orenson

{Appointed temporary secretary in the
absence of Mr. McElroy.)

A ~eeting of the Minnesota Teachers College Presidents was held at
the Curtis Hotel Monday_evening, Novenber 20, 1939•

All of the

presidents were present.
The following order of business was transacted:
1.

It was moved b~ President Selke and seconded b7 President Mehus

that Chairman MacLean send a cop,-_of the :Board requirements for majors
in the special fields to each president, and that each president in
turn send Mr. MacLean a cow. of the requirements of his institution for
a major in each of these four special fields--physical education, music,
art, industrial educaG!.on--and that Mr. MacLee.n make the report to the
:Board for all of the institutions.
2.

President Sattgast reported on the civil service status of librarians.

According to the decision of the office of the Attorney General (copy of
which was sent each college) the librarians are classified as teachers
and therefore not subject to civil service examinations.

3· The questionnaire sent out by the Legislative Interim Educational
Committee was discuGsed.

It was the feeling of the group that each

president should express his own opinion in responding to the committee.

The meeting adjourned.
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~UNUl'ES

OF THE MEETING OF THE PRESI'DEN'TS

Curtis Hotel, January 18, 194o

ATT~ID~!C~:

Present were Presidents MacLean, McElroy, Mehus,
SorP.nson.
meeting for

Mr. Brainard of St. Cloud attended the
1-~r.

Selke.

ORDER OF BUSINESS

It was agreed that the president would cooperate
with l•fr. L. C. Murray of Aitkin in his proposed organization of

an all

Minnesott:~.

Teachers College Alumni group, and that we l'iould

send. tha approved list of names to him and be of what assistance
we could to this group in furthering their plans and that a statement to that effect be sent to

~ir.

Murray.

Mr. Brainard raised the question of joint advertising
for the summer session.
genert:~.l

Mr. Sorenson of Duluth is to submit a

plan to the presidents at the next meeting.

It \'las ihdicated

the.t Duluth \'iould do extensive advertising for the sum.11er session.
Frank D. ~lcElroy
Secretary

MEETING OF THE PRES~DENTS , Curtis Hotel , Harch 19 , 1940

ATTENDANCE :

Present \iere Presidents MacLean, Selke , Mehus ,
Sa.ttgast and r.1cElroy

RESOLUTIOUS;

1.

r.toved by President Mehus and seconded by President
Sattgast that Mr. Selke represent the teachers
Colleges at the meetings of the Legislative IntP.rim
Committee on Education. Carried

2.

oved by President Mehus and seconded by President Selke
that the five colleges (omitting Duluth) anno~~ce the
summer sessions in the Minnesota Jounnal of Education,
giving the •beginning and closing ~~tes for each session
as follows : ~irst Session, June 10 to July 19
Second Session, July 22 to August 24

\\

The rate for this is
issue.

t~5 . 00 an issue , or $9.00 a college an

There being no further business the meeting adjourned.

J~foll~~
Secretary
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The e ting vas called to order by President elke for the purpo e o! con·sidering a number of problems related to the tr 1ninc of teachers durin the w r
e er e cy.
1. CO- O
The St te Te cher Colle e o rd referred th
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VI.
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liEETING OF THE STATE TEA6HERS COLLEGE PRESIDENTS
Curtis Hotel; ·-February 3, 1942
dji,

. s

.c.

•. ~ sat:t;g?.¢; Duluth, Herbert Sorensen; lloorhead,
rr; St.Cloud, George A. Selke; Winona, 0. Myking Kehus

lke _called the· meeting _t~o o
since PresidentSattgast wa
It was the consensus of opinion among those present that ~resident George A.
:on ,Februa-ry '7,-~to t;

Selk'! ,~sqo~d · a.ttef\q the meeting at Vlashington'. D.C. ~·
secure federal aid 'foX' the teachers· colleftca.

President

Cenaur,"~ Bureau to

,_

or -tho latter n
presidents.

It was voted 1to .delegate ' President , Selke to ask the Teachers College Board to
get a release of the teachers college funds that are being held up by the _State
Depaljtg.pJJt of Adminietra6ion.
It was also' voted that .President Selke hav'e -th
Teachers College Bo~J"d. got an opinion from the Attorney General in regard to the
constitutionality of the 11 h.)ld back" regulations by the State Department or AdministraU.on.
II.
for the March Cirmesota Journal
eache:~.·s Colleges are going to

Ill.

Second Session of SurrJ.1or School

It wa.s agreed upon amone the teachers colleee presidents thnt any teachers
college that desired to give the second session of .summer school should be permitted
to do so.
IV.

Emergency Curriculwn for Rural Teacher

It w&e voted that the emergency cui·riculum for the training of rural tear-her
shall consist of nine months plus six weeks of summer school and that any student
who is to he recommended to th~ State Department of Education to receive the emergency certificate must havo an honor point ratio of 1.5 and have at least six weeks
f rural student teaching.
The content of the course is to be left to each individual teachers college with the exception that aix weoks of rural teaching be .r equired. All work taken in this course shall apply on the two-yen.r elementary course.

The question of
discussed~at""' B
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MEETING OF TRiil STATE TEACHERS COLLEG PRESID
St. Paul Hotel, March 9, 1942
Mem rs Pr sent:

S

inona, 0. Myldng Mehus; Mankato, J'rank: D. McElroy;
t. CloUd, Geor e A. Selke; Moorh d, 0. • Sn rr;
Duluth, Herbert Soreneon; Bemidji, C. R. Sattgast

A report w m e by Mr. Selke on the eetinc of the
eric
Association of !eachere Colleges held in San Fr ci eo. After h
inc
the report, the president• re uested Mr. Selke ae p at-president of the
Association to ctve a similar report of the San Francisco meeting to th
State
ch r College Board.

• ••••••
t

Con id r tion was given to the on -ye r tr
ehers coll ges.

ning eour e in the

TOfED:

!o aak President Snarr to make a atudy of teachers college
students in the two-7e
coura to see ~t pereenta e of
th se students meet standard A,Jt of T aeher 1!r ining Department t8lldarda.

VOT

To reeo end to the State Teach r Coll~ Bo d t t the
candidates for the Elementary chool limited certific te
who mq be admitted to the teachers colleges must complete
at least one year and six eeka of work in the teachers
col leg a and must come from the upp r oof, of the hig.n school
cla88. !his recuJ.ation to become effective at the be inninc
of summer session, 1942•

•••••••
lle;

.Adyertidng in the Minneeota
VOTED:

ucation Association Journal

To re ue t Mr. Selke to prepare a full
dvertisement
for the April nd May issues of the Journal; the cost to
be distributed e ually ong the six coll g s; cost to
ppro:ximately $30.00 er eollege.

•••• • • •
Re:

• Y,

!.
t we instruct our
national director of
them that because of
resent emergency th
to stud.enta and that

VO ED:

fJ.'

VO

Thai

chairmen to write to Mr • .Aubrey Willi ma,
N. Y.A.., and to our congree en urcinc
short e of te chers and be uee of the
t I.T.A. continue cr till£ federal aid
such aid be extended for a
r seeaions.

e reeommend to the Board that they likewi
prepare a
eimilar resolution for Mr. Williams and for congreeemen.
President McElroy was re eated to present this
tter to
the Board.

-2entm Jntering Military Ser]ict

t no student le~ving coll ~e for military service
completion of a decree will b grant d 'he degree except b.r
the recommendation of the facul y
d the ap ro..-al by th• Stat• !a~ hera
College Board.
Re olved: t

b fore th

• ••••
R

Curriculum
VOTED:

!hat
ini t1 te a tudy leadinc to the re'ri ion of the
two-year
d four-,..ar eurricul:u.111.s.

VO

t tho chairman appoint a committee of two to s t up
the procedure• for ~ch at y. Dr.
ttcast
d Dr. Sorenson

were appoin,ed.

